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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The primary objective of this Action Project was to prepare a therapeutically
oriented interview for Latino families facing major loss or a life threatening illness of a
loved one. A secondary objective was to provide insights to health providers about the
feelings, belief systems and perceptions of patients with life threatening illness and their
families. Communication between physician and patient regarding life threatening illness
depends on the physician accurately diagnosing the patient's condition and the patient and
family understanding the diagnosis, and treatment options. It is important that the patient
and family not only understand these options, but that they feel comfortable in
communicating their beliefs and expectations to the doctor. Where patients understand their
own illness and can share these perceptions with their providers, they may be able to cope
better with the demands of their illness and their doctor will be able to provide culturally
appropriate care. An essential element in delivering suitable care is the providers
appreciation for how a family's life experience impacts their coping abilities in the face of
life threatening illness.
Culture plays a role in influencing the beliefs and behaviors formed by this familial
life experience. These ethnically based health beliefs center around: 1) their attitudes
toward their illness, life~and death, 2) their expression of pain, suffering and grief, 3) the
acceptance of outside authority, and 4) expectations for family roles and interactions,
(Rosen, pp. 350-351). By being aware of the presence of traditional Latino cultural belief
systems, a provider can more easily prepare for possible challenges to effective
communication with patients and their families.
This action project was conducted with Latino patients at Natividad Medical Center
in Salinas who had been admitted for life threatening diseases. The therapeutic interview
developed in this study was conducted with five clients with life threatening illnesses.
Case studies were prepared on how each of them and their families coped with their life
threatening illness. The value of these case studies was to familiarize hospital staff with the

/
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special needs of these patientsland exploreded the therapeutic value of the interview
!

questions. The cases selected tepresent a range of acculturation and a variety offamily life
I

stages. Because illness create~ problems that affect the family as a systemic unit, the entire
'

family is compelled to find wiys to sustain equilibrium in the face of life threatening
illness. The study sought to l~arn how the family's prior history impacted how it currently
I

responded to loss. It looked *t how loss had impacted on the family's history.

In each case study the ~amily life cycle stage was identified. The ability of each
individual and faµiily faced with major illness to achieve appropriate life cycle goals may
be disrupted, (Carter and Mc$oldrick in Rosen, p. 41 ). Four key tasks contributed to this
equilibrium and eventual emofional recovery. These were 1) the family's shared
acknowledgement of the realify' of death; 2) the family's shared experience of the pain of
grief; 3) reorganization of the! family system; and 4) redirection of the family's
i

relationships and goals, (Wor~en in Rosen, p. 88). In an effort to achieve these tasks the
family and patient had the pot~ntial for emotional healing. Recovery for the family after the
loss was more likely realized ~hen success in these tasks was obta,ined.
!
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CHAPTER II
CONTEXT OF SERVICES
DESCRIPTION OF THE AGENCY
"

This action project w,s undertaken under the auspices of the Medical Social
Services Department located at Natividad Medical Center in Salinas, California. The
hospital provides general emergency inpatient acute, outpatient and extended nursing care
to Monterey County residents regardless of their ability to pay. It also provides outpatient
and inpatient care to patients ~overed under managed care contracts, ( Health Care Financial
Solutions, p. 25). The Hospital is a teaching facility, conducting a Family Practice
Presidency Program affiliateq with the University of California at San Francisco School of
Medicine. The Hospital is accredited by the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Health
Care Organizations. The Ho~pital is owned and operated by the County and governed
through a Hospital Board of Trustees and administration. The purpose of Natividad
Medical Center was to provide high quality, cost effective health care to all segments of the
community. The Hospital's goal is to provide family oriented health care to all Monterey
'

County citizens regardless ofitheir ability to pay.
The Medical Social S~rvices Department's mission is to enhance the effectiveness
of care provided at Natividad Medical Center. "As unmet emotional, psychological, or
social needs are identified through screening and referral, it becomes the function of the
Medical Social Service Department to provide direct interventions or appropriate referrals
for patients, families, hospital staff and community services agencies that can help meet
those identified needs," (Affi?-enta, p. 1). Those who were referred "usually have very
limited support systems to h~lp them deal with the consequences of their illnesses,"
(Armenta, 11/15/95).
The hospital serves the needs of the underprivileged in eastern Monterey County. The
1

hospital is trying to shift its marketing potential by providing health care plans to local
companies, so the client bas~ may change over the next few years, (Classen, p. 2). The
hospital provided services to :approximately 21,000 clients per year, (Utilization Review,
11/15/95 ). The inpatient ad]p.ission numbers for 1995 per month ranged from 509 to 648
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admissions. During the 1994-1995 fiscal year, the Medical Social Service Departments
saw about 7,057 patients, (about 1/3 of the patient population), (Armenta, 9/15/95).
)

Natividad Medical Center had 211 beds, ranging for sixty to ninety percent occupancy.
Armenta, Director of the Medical Social Services Department, argued that one social
worker was needed for every fifteen beds. In 1994 the hospital discharged 5,571 patients
in acute care, 147 patients from the extended care unit and 1,696 infants from the neonatal
unit or nursery.
The staff of the Medical Social Services Unit included one full-time medical social
work director , and a licensed social worker. The director and one part-time intern were the
only bilingual staff members.
POLICY CONTEXT
County Hospitals are mandated by California Senate Bill 2669 to provide medical
social services "to all hospital patients, staff and the surrounding community," (Ward, p.
2). The Joint Committee on Accreditation of Health Services, Medicare and the Omnibus
Budget Reconciliation Act of 1987 also requires medical social services be undertaken in all
hospital settings.
Each day all new hospital entries in each unit are prioritized according to social
service need, based on age, diagnosis and special needs. Priority is given to referrals from
physicians or other medical staff, infants in the Neonatal Intensive Care Unit, and the
elderly. Counseling is provided to support patients and their families who were coping
with the stress of difficult medical diagnoses or treatments. Evaluations and referrals to
appropriate non-medical community resources are made when patients were having
complicated deliveries, or when the mother was unable to provide optimum care for a
newborn upon discharge. This includes infants born with health problems , minors and
unmarried parents that need extra support or patients who were having financial difficulties
caring for their newborn. Patients suspected of being neglected or abused are also included
in this service arena.
Pati~nts and families receive both counseling and referrals to existing support
systems. These referrals included drug or alcohol treatment programming, community or
in-house support services, adult protective services, alternative housing or other specified
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specified services, as needed. Patients that do not comply with recommended medical care
due to suspected emotional, psychological or social problems are referred to the social
services team. These include patients with alcohol or drug abuse related illnesses, or any
patient unable to understand or follow medical advise that is in their best interest.
Discharge planning or other ~ontinuing care needs for all patients is an essential service to
help plan for successful discharges or ensure that the quality of patient care is maintained.
Assessments of the new patients in the Extended Care Unit are undertaken to assure quality
care and interaction with both the patient and family. Psycho-social evaluations are
included. Monthly contacts are made with patients and their families to make sure the
needs of the patients and families are being met. The effort is to improve communication
between family, patient and staff. Social Service staff are available to consult concerning
the social needs of the patients. Included in this realm is the importance of interdisciplinary
team collaboration and inservice education.
Senate Bill 2669 requires that medical social workers address the psycho social
needs of all newborn infants who have been exposed to toxic substances during pregnancy
due to a mother's dependen~e on drugs or alcohol. This policy defines the roles and
responsibilities of the Social Services Department, when a referral is received for a
newborn infant that has been exposed during pregnancy to his/her mother's drug and
alcohol dependence, (Armenia, Policy #18). The policy complies and meets the medical
social worker's requirements of Senate Bill 2669. Psycho social assessments and referrals
to community service agencies and Child Welfare Services are required.
Section 15630 of the ,Welfare and Institutions Codes also requires that any elder or
dependent adult that appears to have been physically abused must be referred to the County
Adult Protective Services, (Armenta, Policy #21). The Departments of Medical Social
Services is responsible for helping the hospital staff adhere to these regulations, and
provide for inservice education on Elder Abuse and Dependent Care Reporting
requirements.
Other areas of concern are families coping with life threatening situations. Families
faced with difficult decisions concerning life supports are provided supportive counseling.
Families are helped to process the nature of their loved ones' condition. Families facing a
pending death are appropriately supported and referred for Hospice support, or other
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needed care. Team collaboration, which includes the emotional support of physicians,
support staff and families, is critical to enhancing a supportive environment during a
difficult period.
TARGET POPULATION
Natividad Medical Center has compiled information concerning population, income,
employment and other demographic and economic characteristics of the Medical Center
service areas, (Health Care Financial Solutions, p. 16, see appendix). The population aged
45 to 54 and 75 plus were the fastest growing segments of the population in the service
area. (The following 1993 statistics were provided by the Natividad Health Foundation, on
computer print-outs, but were never published. A more recent data base was not
available).
During the year 1993 a total of 29,440 patients were treated for inpatient service use
at Natividad Medical Center; 16,112 of whom were females compared to 13,328 males.
Among female patients about one-third were 20 to 34 years old. The next highest female
patient range was 45 to 64 years old, which represented about one-eighth of the female
patients. Women of child bearing age and middle-aged women tended to utilize inpatient
services more frequently than the younger than 20 , the 35 to 44 year old and the over 64
years old range. Among male patients the 20 to 34 age bracket also utilized inpatient
services more than other male age groups, representing about one-quarter of the male
population usage. This was significantly less than the number of female patients in that age
bracket. The next most prevalent age for being a male inpatient was ages 1 to 4 years,
about one-sixth of the male population.
Although it was not possible to get a breakdown of income levels of inpatients at
Natividad Health Center, class of payor was available, (unpublished computer printouts,
Natividad Health Foundation for 1993). Medi-Cal was the most prominent form of
payment. A patient was twice as likely to be a Medi-Cal recipient, (13,460 patients), than
the second group of payor, which was private pay, (6064 patients). Indigent payors were
the third most likely payor group, representing about one third (4363 patients) of the
payors compared to Medi-Cal payors. These numbers indicated that the population that
Natividad Medical Center served was predominantly low-income.
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Latinos represented 67 .5 percent of the population , that were patients at the
Hospital, while white, non-Latinos were 24.5 percent of the patient population. The
population of Black and Asians was each about 4 percent. The remainder of the patient
population under 1 % each, were Native Americans, or unknown.

According to the

Monterey Housing Authority the Monterey County Latino population was 394,900 in 1990
the Latino population had increased by 591.1 percent in a ten year period, (Ward, p. 7).
Because of this increase in Latino population, there is an increased need for social services
that are culturally sensitive that target this group in Monterey County.
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CHAPTER III
THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS AND LITERATURE REVIEW
The purpose of this study was to help examine how cultural beliefs and practices
influenced how Latino patients and families coped and interfaced with the medical system
in the face of life threatening illness. Latino families have been called the "silent or
invisible minority," because few researchers have studied Latino's health needs, health
status, health beliefs, behaviors or family roles, (Caudle, p. 40). They have recognized
that Latinos had serious health problems that health care providers can be instrumental in
affecting. Hunger, higher frequency of illness, more complications and more long-term
debilitating effects of illness occurred frequently as compared with more affluent groups,
(Munoz, p. 2711). Latinos also have higher incidents of diabetes, heart disease,
hypertension, obesity, lead poisoning, injuries and violent deaths, cervical cancer, stomach
and pancreatic cancer, tuberculosis, substance abuse and HIV/Aids, (Furino, p. 256).

It is now generally accepted among cancer epidemiologists that the cancer rate for
Latinos is lower than in the general population. However, a greater proportion of Latinos
who get the disease, also die from it, (DiRado, p.Al). Aliza Lifshitz, the president of the
California Hispanic-American Medical Association, states "a patient's outcome has a lot to
do with the stage at which their cancer is diagnosed," (Di Rado, p.Al). According to
statistics on Los Angeles County derived by the Norris Cancer Center prostate, lung and
colon cancers are the three most common cancers among Latino males, while Latinas were
most susceptible to breast, cervical and colon cancers, (Di Rado, p. Al). These cancers
were the ones that can most easily be detected or prevented at an early stage through regular
testing.
There is also evidence that Latinos delay seeking care when ill, and seldom obtain
screening examinations for diabetes, hypertension, and cervical, breast and prostate cancer,
(Caudle, p. 43). In this study 40 percent of Mexican Americans had not visited a doctor in
over a year. In the same study of health care access 70 percent of the uninsured Latinos
rated their health as not good or poor. Ironically, 53 percent of the Mexican American
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worked and could not afford insurance. Lack of insurance and money was one ofthe
factors that forces Latinos to limit their access to health care. The other obstacles identified
were language barriers, class and cultural disparities, a lack of Latino health care providers,
long waiting time for care, lack of providers where Latinos live, and discrimination,
(Caudle, p. 44).
'

In a study of the effect of physician-patient communication on the utilization of
mammographies less than one half (46 percent) of the 1057 Latina women over age 35 who
were studied nationally had received annual clinical breast exams, (Fox, p. 1080). It was
argued that many Latina women will visit physicians for the health care of their children,
but regular family care often did not include the parents. Fewer Latinas than other ethnic
groups cited doctors as the "most believable source of health information," (Fox, p. 1080).
It was suggested that the likelihood of following a physician's orders was less likely.

Latinas also cited more barriers to and anxieties about the use of the mammography
compared to other ethnic groups. Embarrassment could have been part of this avoidance.
In over half of the cases Spanish was the preferred language. Thus, this study concluded
that language preference correlated with whether the woman's physician discussed
I

mammography with her. The utilization of mammographies could be critical for the early
detection of breast cancer.
Some studies showed that Mexican American clients responded to directions and
treatments, when the provider was incorporating cultural beliefs into the treatment plan,
(Gonzales-Swafford, p. 829). These studies placed great importance on paying attention to
the patient's perception of the illness, as well as how the patient was treating the problem at
home, or with other healers. The study suggested that patients were less likely to comply
with the prescribed treatment plan, if the Latino patient's perception of the problem was not
understood.
Kleinman, a pioneer in ethnic beliefs and practices in medicine, developed a model
of illness that posited that all patients had culturally based models for interpreting or
explaining symptoms, (Kleinman, p. 251). Health care practitioners capable of elicitng
these explanatory models can better understand their patients, their health beliefs and the
practices that affect their illness behavior, (Buchwald, p. 106). Buchwald argues that
viewing culture to explain a patient's health and illness behaviors cannot be considered
separately from individual and familial experiences. Otherwise, unwarranted stereotyping

and value judgment could move into the clinical situation, thus discouraging the exploration
of the individual patient's understanding of illness. Therefore, this understanding of the
illness is influenced, but not determined by culture.
Buchwald believes illness refers to the "subjective distress felt by individuals that
typically induces them to seek care," (Buchwald, p. 106). The cultural setting in which
people are raised is the framework for identifying what is meaningful to that patient.
Understanding the illness means considering each patient's social and psychological
experience of disease. The family environment, cultural background and individual
I

experience furnish people with ideas about what was normal or abnormal, thus influencing
how they assess the severity of symptoms, and how soon they come in for care. One
consequence may be a late diagnosis of cancer, resulting in a poor prognosis for treatment
outcome.
One study of Hispanic farmworkers showed how knowledge and attitudes
regarding cancer etiology an~ treatment, and practices regarding screening and early
detection were influenced by culture, ( Lantz, p. 512). A lack of knowledge and
information regarding the causes of cancer, its prevention , and its early detection was
evident among participants in the study. Compared to Whites, Latinos were more likely to
believe that "having cancer was like a death sentence, and that cancer was God's
punishment," (Lantz, p. 519). They also reflected strong fatalistic attitudes toward the
disease. Participants believed there was little or nothing a person can do to prevent or
survive cancer. This fatalism was also expressed in the common belief that "whether or not
a person gets cancer or is cured is God's will. Strong religious faith was often coupled
with a sense of personal powerlessness," (Lantz, p. 515). Survival was viewed as an act
of faith, rather than the result of successful treatment, or early prevention.

Rosen

describes how important it is to understand the concept of "fatalism" within the family
system, (Rosen, p. 151). A strong belief in "fatalism" can cause conflict with a
practitioner's need for more aggressive treatment.
Attitudes toward cancer were explored in another study of Anglos and Latinos,
(Perez-Stable, p. 3221). Latinos felt less vulnerable to cancer, but once diagnosed, were
'

unconvinced that having detected the cancer early could have made a difference in their
survival. This study of enrollees in a Northern California pre-paid health plan suggeststhat
this fatalistic attitude may play a role in the higher proportion of cancers of the cervix,

~-----------------------------------------
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breast, colon and prostate that were diagnosed with distant metastases among Latinos.
Latinos also were more likely than Anglos to cite attitudinal or personal factors, such as
feeling well, forgetfulness, carelessness, fear and embarrassment, rather than issues of cost
or transportation. Latinos were less likely to talk about cancer. Many expressed discomfort
touching someone with cancer. Again the study showed that Latinos were more likely to
consider cancer as God's punishment, and believe there was little that could be done. Over
a third of the Latinos preferred not to be informed if the cancer was incurable. Latinos
were more likely to have misconceptions about the ability to treat and cure cancer. They
had less knowledge of the specific symptoms of cancer, resulting in a higher propensity for
late detection of the disease.
Another study compared a sample of Latino women to a matched sample of Anglo
women diagnosed with breast cancer. A comparison was made of religious variables
affecting the spiritual and the psychological health of women with breast cancer, (Mickley,
p. 1171 ). This study of Hispanic and Anglo women with breast cancer in two outpatient
oncology centers in the Southwest showed that Latinos had a significantly higher mean
level of intrinsic religiousness than Anglos. This study was based on the premise that
religion, as well as culture, provided a way to create meaning in the world. Latinos often
viewed health and illness in a religious, as well as medical context. It concluded that Latino
clients needed to be encouraged to facilitate religious expression, not only to foster hope
and spiritual well-being, but also to allow the patient to cope with illness.
Religiousness was described by another study as an important factor that
influenced health care by providing a way to accept, treat and cope with suffering and
illness, (Campana, p. 21). What was important in the Latino's view of religion was one's
relationship with God. "Religiousness may be an untapped source of strength when
confronting illness, suffering and loss ... Latino women tended to be optimistic
particularly because of their strong religious beliefs, which provided roots of hope. This
optimism was a strength that should be used in the therapeutic process," (Gibson
in Mickley, p. 1175).

In the Lantz study of 55 Hispanic migrant farmworkers, these personal and cultural
barriers also included attitudes of embarrassment and shame associated with physical
examinations and women's discomfort with male practitioners, (Lantz; p. 512). Feelings
of "verguenza", or shame, emerged as a real barrier. Male participants also expressed a

~
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general discomfort or embarrassment. It was assumed that "machismo," a cultural attitude
toward masculinity, may have played a role. The family structure in Latinos may also at
times have hindered appropriate health care delivery. Showing weakness or illness to
outsiders, such as health care practitioners, was considered a shameful or painful
experience. Latino males saw getting health care as a weakness. True cultural" machismo"
also demands that men take responsibility for their families and protect them from harm.
"Machismo" viewed in this respect demands that Latino men protect their families and care
for themselves. so that they can continue to provide for their family's well-being, (Caudle,

p. 46).
Symptoms in the Latino culture are sometimes attributed to conditions of the blood
or to imbalances of 'hot' and 'cold'(Caudle, 46). Because foods are thought to have hot or
cold properties, regardless of the temperature, the imbalance is often attributed to dietary
indiscretions. These hot and cold foods need to be eaten together in balance for health to be
maintained. Medications also can have hot or cold attributes. These properties might have
affect a patients compliance to drug therapy. Patients may also believe their symptoms are
because their blood was too thick, too thin, or too slow. "El Ojb Malo" is described as a
curse, resulting from some indiscretion or dishonor, thus resulting in illness or bad luck.
Familiarity with these customs and folk medicine within the Latino community also may
help determine if any of the practices is dangerous.
Culture also may influence who in the family made health care decisions.
According to Buchwald, in t~aditional Latino families the entire family participates in
decision making, (Buchwald, p. 107).

He argues that family involvement varies by

socioeconomic status within a cultural group. "People from poor, agricultural backgrounds
were likely to view the extended family as much more significant than upper or middle
class patients from urban, industrial areas, where children were socialized to be
independent and self-reliant;" (Buchwald, p. 107). Similarly,Natividad Medical Center is
located in Salinas, a predominantly agricultural community. Many of the patients are farm
workers or are employed in the agricultural sector. For them and other Latinos familismo
is a key cultural value (_ Caudle, p. 44 ). " La Familia is the most important source of
emotional and physical support for family members who become ill. Decision making
about health matters is a family affair not left to the ill individual," (Caudle, p. 44). The
wife or mother is most often the caregiver, and decides when medical care is needed,
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although the husband or father may make the final decision about seeking medical
treatment. He controls the finances and transportation. This may require a practitioner to
enlist the support of both for any kind of medical intervention to be possible. Caudle
argues that family involvement during examinations and teachings offers more chance of
patient satisfaction and compliance, (Caudle, p. 46).
Culture may influence how people choose their sources of consultation about
symptoms and treatments. "Patients from certain ethnic and cultural groups were likely to
be consulting a healer from their own tradition at the same time they were seeing a westerntrained physician, with quite different expectations of each practitioner," (Buchwald, p.
107). In the Latino culture the curandero, other family members or friends might be
consulted before entering the health care system. This collectivism placed such importance
on friends and extended family to support and advise the ill person.
Personalismo refers to the Latino patient's cultural need for positive, interpersonal,
relationships(Caudle, p. 44). The concept of "personalismo" may influence the Latino
patient's preference for health care providers, who are Latinos, but studies show, there are
relatively few Latino doctors or nurses in practice, (Munoz, p. 212). Latino patients view
physicians as important authority figures with rank on the level of priests, (Perez-Stable, p.
217). Although expecting an authoritative expert, Latinos also want a friend in a physician.
This carries over to the need for "pleasant conversation" with any interaction with a health
care provider. Latinos want to have personal conversations to be able to share their
concepts of their illness. This involves politeness and respectfulness. Although patients
often develop relationships with physicians based on paternalistic dependence, they also
require a tone of respect from the doctor to patient.
The concept of "simpatia" or a personal bond influences how Latinos interact with
others. They often pretend they understand, as a measure of respectfulness and politeness.
This may have affect their ability to comply with a treatment plan. They also tend not to
criticize, even if they felt offended. "Being less formal, warm and showing concern for
the client will open communications and enhance treatment," (Caudle, p. 46).
Rosen presents a culturally based practice model for supportive intervention with
families facing life threatening illness. He argues that five aspects of ethnicity should be
explored in families facing death. These are: "1) attitudes toward life and death; 2)
expression of pain, suffering, and grief, 3) acceptance of outside authority;
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4) expectations of family responsiQ}lity; and 5) gender roles," (Rosen, p. 150-51).
Rosen believes that the health care system can only accommodate to the patient's needs by
understanding these aspects of ethnicity.
Rosen believes that families pass to each generation many beliefs and attitudes that
are part of their ethnic identity, (Rosen, p. 149). In times of crisis these beliefs and
attitudes can manifest themselves and direct behaviors that influenced a family's method of
coping. Understanding a family's attitudes toward the meaning of life and death, and its
~

beliefs regarding notions, such as 'quality oflife' can be extremely important in selecting
treatment choices, that are compatible with how the family operated. Some families may
value life at any cost, while others find a certain level of living no longer worth it. Some
families may be unwilling to confront their illness at any level. The health practitioner's
intervention should be framed in ways that accommodate these attitudes.
Based on his clinical practice experience, Rosen finds the expression of pain,
suffering and grief varies among different cultures, depending both on the individual
temperament and the background of the patient and family, (Rosen, p. 154). The response
to pain is a pattern "that emanates from shared values that were a dimension of a family's
ethnic identity." The assumption is that the level of pain tolerance and the ways of
experiencing pain varied among patients. Latino patients tend to express emotions more
openly when confronted with a crisis such as illness, (Perez-Stable, p. 217). Being calm is
often culturally inappropriate. Latino women have been characterized as having a lower
pain threshold and complaining more frequently. This view misinterprets their cultural
influences. A Latino male may see the expression of pain or suffering as weakness, and
thus, not have received the medical attention required. The way the patient and family
experience and expresse pain affects how health workers assess the information relayed by
the patient or family. This is critical in the management of medication, and general
treatment.
One dimension of how a family perceives illness is their measure of suffering,
(Rosen, p. 157). The differences of perception of the suffering may differ between patient
and physician, resulting in the physician ignoring what is most critical to the patient. The
open expression of grief isencouraged in the Latino culture. Those rituals of expressing
grief needed to be honored within the health care setting.
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The health care system represents authority. Patients and their families view
authority differently, and their ability to trust and comply varies accordingly. These factors
impact how the patient utilizes the resources, complied with directives and interacted with
the systerp_. Rosen suggested that the failure to utilize the health care system may result
from a distrust, and a lack of control, that they may have already felt in their personal lives,
(Rosen, p. 159). This may be determined by the level of acculturation and by how the
patient feels controlled by a dominant culture. Rosen argues that research with Latino
families indicated that they preferred efforts to include lots of family involvement in the
plan of care.
In most cultures women are expected to be the primary caregivers, (Rosen, p.164).
Men are expected to make the decisions. The role of women as the caretaker, both routinely
and in crisis, differs among various ethnic groups. In some cultures, particularly the
younger, American culture, men did assume some traditional female roles, demonstrating
some flexibility . In general, women have been socialized to assume second-order, care
taking roles. Particularly in the Moslem culture, women are expected to provide physical
support for their husbands, while not being privy to any "higher -order" family or financial
decision-making. The Mediterranean cultures expect women to nourish and nurture, rather
than serve and obey. For example, an Italian woman's role is as the emotional center of
the family and provider of the care in times of stress or illness. Latino women share a
similar role in their families.
Rosen believes health practitioners need to accommodate to the family's
expectations around issues of care taking and decision making. Rosen suggests that health
practitioners be sensitive to the particular needs and roles in each family. An important
aspect of the social worker's role is to help males and females identify and become aware
of the expectations that each gender has for the other. For example, if the woman is the
primary nurturer, her active presence, even as the patient, may be critical to the functioning
of the family. A family's understanding of the pressures of her role could help a family
reexamine alternatives, that protect her from too much responsibility. The possibilities for
change need to be explored carefully so to avoid intensifying the crisis being coped with in
the family. In addressing the family's belief system, the male or female roles should not be
undermined. This helped the family cope during a period of crisis. This kind of education
and cultural sensitivity is needed in social work.
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Certain tasks exist that any family dealing with terminal illness must undertake for
their eventual emotional recovery, (Rosen, p. 88). These tasks includ the family's shared
acknowledgment of the reality of the illness and the shared experience of the pain of
grieving. The process of death and dying in Latinos may elicit different reactions. Denial
may be a defense mechanism, that should be considered in the Latino cultural context, ,
(Perez-Estable, p. 217). Rosen argues that the reorganization of the family system took
place, when faced with major illness. The family's relationships and goals are redirected.
A change in any one part of the family system shook up the entire structure. Rosen suggest
that families behave in mutually reinforcing ways that can be viewed as circular with
ongoing sequences of interaction among family members. A primary goal of all family
systems is to maintain a balance that assures a reasonable degree of function and comfort
for everyone. If part of the system malfunctions, the family has to compensate. Illness in a
family demands that the family adjust.
An open closed continuum represents the degree to which family members
communicate about subjects without fear or reproach. In closed families the discussion of
serious illness and dying is difficult. The family's resistance results in a denial of the
gravity of the illness or the failure to comply with treatment regimens.
Rosen finds that the level of intensity with which a family responds to crisis
depends upon the degree to which family members are emotionally connected with each
other. In enmeshed family systems, the difficulties of one family member affect the
emotional well-being of the others. The information received and the ability of the family
to integrate this knowledge into their family relationships affects how the family copes and
responds. These families tends to overreact to serious illness by creating more emotional
upheaval.
When the illness is first diagnosed, families work on the tasks of reconciliation, that
continue beyond the terminal period. Families automatically begin a process of adaptation.
A family's adaptation to the illness may be unrelated to the physical course of the disease
and be more influenced by how the family functioned before the onset of the disease.
Ethnicity plays an important role in these functions and interactions, (Rosen, p. 89).
When helping families to look at their own multi-generational family dynamics,
particularly as to how loss has impacted their history. Families are better able to understand
their own behaviors and responses. The process of examing previous losses, toxic issues
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and emotional cutoffs among family members contributes to a sense of who they are and
opens channels of communication. Rosen argues that they often recognize that the quality
of their lives depends upon healing old wounds. The therapeutic value of this exploration
of family dynamics is fully documented by Rosen, (Rosen, p. 129).
Rosen found that many of the families, that he studied, were shaped by their ethnic
roots. Ethnic background is an important area of family history-taking. Recognizing that
diversity lies in each family, ethnicity is an intrinsic dimension of family identity. "Ethnic
I

characteristics are transmitted through the generations and are part of the historical ·make up
.. of the family in the present. ..Families are undeniably and subtly influenced by their
ethnic heritage," (Rosen, p. 148). Behaviors are found to exist long after the belief system
has been lost. Therefore, examining the relationship between ethnicity and reactions to
grief and loss are central to improving the quality of communication within families and
supporting the health care needs of Latino patients and their families.
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CHAPTER 4
DESIGN OF THE ACTION PROJECT
.RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This was an exploratory study of how culture influences illness behavior in Latino
patients and families facing life threatening illness. The case research design was chosen
for its flexibility, allowing for a collection of comprehensive information from a limited
number of subjects. A two part interview was conducted on two occasions with each client
and their family member. The case study spanned approximately one hour and a half per
interview in both the hospital and subjects' homes. The first interview was for the
purposes of responding to the survey questionnaire. The second session focused on the
open-ended interview questions. Both the patient suffering from the illness, when
possible, and family member most involved in the care taking role were interviewed. Both
open-ended and closed-ended questions were employed. For the maintenance of
confidentiality, an alias was used for each subject and family.
This was a descriptive exploratory study research method, because the primary
objectives were to explore the therapeutic benefit of the interview process. The secondary
objective was to develop an understanding of the communication between the patient
and/or family and health care providers. The study examined the feelings, attitudes and
responses found in patients and families facing life threatening illnesses. This was useful
in identifying cultural patterns in methods of coping, and how family's reorganize the
family system, relationships and goals and gender issues.
Several hypothesis had been developed both as a result of the review of literature,
and rising out of the researcher's experience as a medical social worker, working with
Latino families. It was the author's belief that life threatening illness disrupts a family's
ability to master the normal developmental tasks appropriate to their present family life
cycle stage, until they are able to share and acknowledge the reality of the impending death.
The ways a family may denior confront an illness may bae influenced bythe cultural
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patterns that are passed on from generation to generation. The patterns of coping reflects
each family's experience. The ability to redirect the family's relationships, roles and goals
are halted by their inability to express and cope with the feelings generated by the threat of a
life threatening illness. Attitudes toward life, death and illness are a reflection of each
family's cultural experience. :
Secondly, the expression of pain, grief or suffering may follow similar patterns.
While a Latino family may be expressive of their pain and grief, they may limit that
expression to not overburden their family. The responsibility to family may take
precedence over the responsibility to self and the true expression of their feelings.
"Familismo, 11 the honoring of the family, requires an allegiance to the needs of each other
first. This may also mean that the decision making concerning treatment and other medical
1

concerns is the role of various family members, not just the individual patient.
The third hypothesis was that a Latino patient may be reluctant to share their own
understanding of their illness with their primary provider, because the patient may lack
confidence that the physician will be sensitive to their views. They may seek alternative
cultural medical treatment without the knowledge of the primary provider. Latino patients
and families may feel limited' in their ability to seek clarification of the symptoms and
treatment plans provided by the medical system. The Latino patient may have denied the
early symptoms of an illness in an effort to avoid dealing with the medical system, thus
preventing early diagnosis and treatment. Once diagnosed, "fatalism0, 11 or the belief that
"it is in God's hands" prevails.
This investigation was of a descriptive nature and drew conclusions and made
recommendations, based on the data collected. The investigator hoped to develop an
!

understanding of the patterns of coping with life threatening illness within Latino families.
The expectation was that these survey and interview questions could serve as a therapeutic
tool to help families feel more empowered, and develop more sensitivity to their own
coping methods. This understanding could aid families to make the behavioral changes that
may help the family and patient move through the various tasks necessary for transition and
redirection. Similarly, the patient and family could recognize the patterns of
communication with the primary providers and move to improve those relationships, thus
feeling more in control of their own or family member's care and comfort.
The researcher viewed the interviewing process as a transpersonal approach and
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intervention to help the patients and families cope with themselves, the reality of the illness,
their relationships with the health care providers and the familial patterns of interaction. If
the interviews were undertaken in a culturally sensitive and competent context, it was
reasonable to assume that th~ interview process could have effects on the subjects over
time. Therefore, the case studies included the reporting of shifts in the patients' and
families' interactions and methods of coping, as determined by post-interview contact.
Importance was placed on exploring the value for the families' immediate learning and
processing of their life situation and family patterns, as prompted by their initial reactions to
the survey and interview questions. The reporting of the families' initial reaction and the
interpretation over time, focusing on what happened in each family, helped conceptualize
the value of the tool for intervention. Key to this process was a culturally sensitive and
knowledgeable social work practitioner.
In assessing this tool, the initial disclosures were used as a knowledge base for
how cultural factors work in life
threatening situations. The assessment of its value
I
required observing the patients' and families' interaction with the system over a longer
!

period of a few months. The length of time each study covered varied, depending on the
1

length of time the researcher was able to work with the subjects. In large part this was
dependent on life circumstances, family dynamics and the health status of the patient.
The author's goal was for this research to contribute additional information, which
would describe some of the ~atterns and circumstances reflective of this population. In
light of the fact of the growing number of Latino families that are being served by our
health care system, it seemed important that we develop clarity as to the real needs of these
patients. Cultural sensitivity to the issues and demands facing these families helped health
care providers serve them better. Recognition that familial patterns of coping influenced a
family's ability to interface with each other and the medical system was a critical factor in
the quality of the health care delivery.

An understanding of the cultural and medical

belief systems needed to be identified in order to be integrated into the more western
methods of medical care. Furthermore, ways of communicating were culturally based. The
hope is that this data will contribute to increased knowledge and insight of cultural factors
that affect the quality of communication between patient, family and health care provider.
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POPULATION, CHARACTERISTICS AND CRITERIA FOR SELECTION
The five subject patients and their families for this study (identified as Latinos faced
with a life threatening disease) were provided through request for referrals from the staff of
the Social Services Department or medical personnel at Nati vi dad Medical Center. They
were voluntary clients. Families facing life threatening illnesses were screened to
determine their level of acculturation by first filling out the survey questionnaire. From
those responses patients were chosen, based on their different levels of acculturation, as
determined by the Short Acculturation Scale. These subjects were representative of the
Latino population served at Natividad Medical Center. Patients or families that did not
want to participate in this research project were assured in writing, that their decision to not
participate, would not affect the quality of social service support they may obtain at
Natividad Medical Center. Additional information gathered from the Short Acculturation
Scale was used to add to the depth of the study, although the major focus was on the five
case studies.
The patients that were selected for the five case studies demonstrated various levels
of acculturation, some diversity of income level, multiple ranges in age and life cycle
stages. The subjects ranged in age from twenty-five to sixty-two years old. There was
an assortment of family situations and roles. One of the subjects was without family. Of
the remaining case studies, three were married and one was single. The sample
represented three males and two females. Although all subjects had lived in the United
States for more than twenty years, their language capabilities varied from non english
speaking to fluent in English. Two of the families were from Michuacan, while another
was from Sonora, Mexico. Two subjects were second generation Mexican-American.
Their level ofintegration into the American culture differed considerably, as indicated the
Short Acculturation Scale. The income level spanned from under $15,000 per year to the
$31,000 to $45,000 range. The life threatening illnesses that they faced included cancer,
leukemia, diabetes and heart disease. All of the subjects of the case studied had Catholic
origins. One of the subjects converted to Jehovah's Witnesses as a child, while a second
subject also joined Jehovah's Witnesses, after his diagnosis of cancer. The names used in
this study were aliases, to protect the confidentiality of these subjects.
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PROCESS AND INSTRUMENT
An analysis of the study was conducted through 1) individual interview summaries,
2) a discussion of the subjects as a group in terms of their similarities, differences, and
family histories in relation to their adaptation to life circumstances. The interview was
conducted in two stages. In the initial interview the protocol used as a guide for the
collection of data included questions regarding: acculturation, the patients' model of
illness, communication patterns between patient and physician, sources of medical care and
patient compliance. In the second interview questions were also asked about attitudes
toward life and death, family histories, decision making roles, expressions of pain,
suffering and grief, family decision making and conflicts influenced by the presence of a
life threatening illness.
The interview scheduled developed for this action project had multiple origins.
Much of the Survey Questionnaire and all of the Interview Questions were developed by
the researcher. Questions 8 through 13 of the Survey Questionnaire were the Short
Acculturation Scale developed by Marin, Sabogal, Otero and Perez-Stable, (see
References). A Health Resources and Services Agencies of the U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services, sponsored a study by the Latino Coalition, which developed
monitoring tools for assessing culturally competent health care, (Latino Coalition, pp. 1-8).
Questions 15-25 and 28-31 of the Survey Questionnaire were adapted and redesigned from
the survey questions of the HRSA study. In order to field test the interview questions
were tested on two patients and two family members prior to initiating the interviews with
the subjects of the case studies. In this way the validity, appropriateness, clarity and ability
of the questions to elicit information and the flow of sequence and content areas were
tested. The interview schedule was then translated into Spanish by three native speakers
usingthe translation and back-translation method.
QUESTIONNAIRE LINKAGES
In the discussion of each case study, the focus was on the belief systems that direct
the behaviors of the patient and family in the face of death. As discussed earlier, the belief
systems and behaviors may be influenced by the familial experience and attitudes over
generations. Therefore, in each case the attitudes toward life, death and the illness itself
were examined from that perspective.
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Although each question was designed to address one of Rosen's four aspects of
ethnicity important to families facing life threatening illness, various questions overlapped
when focusing on each issue. Questions also centered on a fifth area of interest, attitudes
toward the illness itself. Therefore, the researcher chose to do a narrative approach to each
case study, while generally analyzing the five aspects of ethnic based health beliefs. The
questions eliciting information regarding each of the five aspects of ethnic based health
beliefs are explained below. (Some of the questions will be in a brief form. Each question
is listed in its entirety in the appendix.)
The interview schedule began with questions concerning the level of acculturation and
of the life cycle stage for each patient. The life cycle stage was determined by the
researcµer based on the family history. Questions 1 through 13 of the Survey
Questionnaire and question 26 of the Interview Questions were directed at acculturation
and life cycle identification.
The attitudes toward life and death particularly overlap with the subject's attitudes
toward the illness itself. The following questions elicited information, valuable to the
understanding of the patient's and family's Attitude Toward Life and Death:
From the Survey Questionnaire:
38. Who will influence what happens with your illness the most?
39. What is your religious preference?
From the Interview Questions:
1. Has anyone in your family had a serious illness?

2. Please explain who ap_d under what circumstances?
3. How have you and your family coped with serious illness in the past?
4. Have you experienced the death of a family member?
5. Please explain who and under what circumstances?
6. If you dream about any of them, what do you dream?
8. How did your parents cope with serious illness or death in your family?
9. Do you share any of the same practices and attitudes as your parents?
10. Please describe.
13. What are your spiritual resources?
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19. What is most helping you to cope with your illness?
27. What advice wpuld you give to someone, who is faced with a life threatening
illness?
28. Does anyone in your family have a history of alcoholism or substance abuse?
29. Please describe.
30. What other difficulties or troubles has your family had?
31. How have they coped?
3 2. What are the strengths of your family?
The data that focused on the subject's Attitudes Toward the Illness was collected from
the following questions: (An overlap could be noted.) The importance of these questions
was to both help the subject's develop a better understanding of their own perceptioijs of
the illness. A secondary objective was to examine the congruence of perspective with that
of the physicians, an.4 consider potential cultural differences in the interpretation of the
illness and its symptoms.
From the Interview Questions:
1. Has anyone else in your family had a serious illness?
2. Please explain and under what circumstances?
3. How have you and your family coped with serious illness in the past?
14. What do you think causes your_illness?
15. Why do you think the illness started when it did?
16. How has this sickness changed your life?
17. What is the hardest part of being sick?
18. Is there a willingness in your family to talk about the seriousness of your illness?
19. What is most helping you to cope with your illness?
20. What is the sickness doing to your body? How does it work?
21. What do you fear most about your sickness and its treatment?
25. If you have dreams about your illness, please describe them.
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A third area of concentration centered on the subjects' Expression of Pain, Suffering
and Grief. Included in this area was whether or not they were able to share the experiences
of their pain and grief with each other and/or medical professionals. Therefore, the data
gathered concerning the expression of pain, suffering and grief could overlap with the issue
of how the subjects interacted with Outside Medical Authority. The following questions
were identified to collect data concerning the Expression of Pain, Suffering and Grief:
From the Survey Questionnaire:
33. Do you tell the doctor about your pain
34. Does the doctor listen?
35. Does it help you to express the amount of pain you have to your family?
36. Do members of your family describe your pain to the doctor?
37. Does the doctor knowing about your pain, make it easier to cope with your
illness?
From the Interview Questions:
7. What have you done in the past to comfort yourself, when you have experienced
a loss?
11. Have you or you family participated in any rituals for healing?
12. Please describe,
18. Is there a willingness in your family to talk about the seriousness of your illness?
Please explain.
21. What do you fear most about your sickness and its treatment?
22. Have you shared these thoughts about your illness with your doctor?
23. Has this helped you cope? Please explain.

r-
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The Acceptance of Outside Authority and Medical Interaction was the fourth area of
inquiry. The focus in the narrative was on the quality of the interaction and level of
communication between patient and/or family and medical professionals. The following
questions addressed this issue:
From the Survey Questionnaire:
15. Has the doctor told you the name of your illness? If yes, what is the name of the
illhess?
16. Have you ever called your doctor to discuss your health?
17. Was it possible for you to communicate with your doctor in your native
language?
18. Has your doctor explained to you how your illness works and why you have the
symptoms you do?
19. If you answered "No" this because of any of the following reasons?

(See appendix).
20. How well do you understand your medical condition based on what your doctor
told you?
21. How satisfied _have you been with the explanations the doctor has given you
concerning your medical treatment?
22. How frequently do you follow the prescribed treatments of your doctor?
23. If you don't follow the prescribed treatments of the doctor, explain why.
24. Please list all the medicine or drugs that your doctor has prescribed during the
last two months.
25. Please explain what each medicine is for:
27. Does your doctor talk to your family?
28. Who makes the decisions about what to do about your illness?
29. Have you used any of the following sources of care on your own without being
referred by your doctor? (See appendix.)
30. Why did you use this source of medical care?
31. Overall, how would you say you were treated by your doctor?
36. Do members of your family describe your pain to the doctor?
37. Does the doctor knowing about your pain, make it easier for you to cope?
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From the Interview Questions:
21.What do you fear most about your sickness and its treatment?
22. Have you shared these thoughts about your illness with the doctor?
23. Has this helped you cope? Please explain.
24. Why did you not share your thoughts about your illness with your doctor?
The fifth emphasis was on Family Interactions. Expectations, Roles and
Responsibilities. This area looked at family interaction and coping mechanisms given a
life threatening illness. It examined the redirection of the family's relationships and goals.
The following questions addressed this issues.
From the Survey Questionnaire:
26. Do members of your family give you their opinions or advice about your illness?
28. Who makes the decisions about what do do about your illness?
32. How has the illness changed the way your family interacts with each other?
38. Who will influence what happens with your illness the most?
From the Interview Questions:
3. How have you and your family coped with serious illness in the past?
8. How did your parents cope with serious illness or death in your family?
9. Do you share any of the same practices and attitudes as your parents?
10. Please describe.
16. How has this sickness changed your life?
18. Is there a willingness in your family to talk about the seriousness of your illness.
Please explain.
28. Does anyone in your family have a history of alcoholism or substance abuse?
29. Please describe.
30. What other difficulties or trouble has your family had?
31. How have they coped?
32. What were the strengths of your family?
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The final focus of the interview schedule was on the Therapeutic Benefits of the
questions. The data collected from Question 33 was used to discuss the patient and/or
family member's perception of the value of the interview process.
LIMITATIONS OFTHESTUDY
Findings of this study should not be generalized to all Latinos suffering from life
threatening illnesses. The reason for this limitation was: 1) the size of the sample and 2)
the geographical area in which this study took place. Experiences, nature of illness, level
of acculturation and family patterns may be different for these families living in Monterey
County, than counterparts that were living in other parts of the United States. A sample of
five families limited any broad or concrete conclusions or generalizations. The strength of
the case study design is its ability to increase an understanding of the subject's meaning
systems.
Another limitation of the study was the inability to determine whether the use of the
survey instruments produced a measurable impact on the quality of health care and
outcomes. The hope was that the study will help develop a base of information that will
help health care practitioners address the cultural and personal needs of Latino patients and
their families, who are facing life threatening illnesses. The hope was to identify some of
the coping mechanisms and cultural patterns of dealing with terminal illnesses.
The personal bias of the researcher must be considered in the analysis of any data.
Although the author tried to limit personal bias by creating an objective and specific
research instrument, it was impossible to exclude all subjective influences, particularly
because of the emotional nature of the subject matter.
The measure of determining the therapeutic benefit of the instrument was based on the
subjective feelings of the subjects participating in the study, as well as post-interview
processing over a period of time, when possible. Although their response, particularly to
Question 33 (How have you and your family benefited from these questions?) were
insightful, they were not necessarily an objective response to the process. The rapport of
the interviewer with the subjects is based on the interviewer's genuine caring, concern and
interest, together with the exploratory nature of the questions. The trust that developed
allowed for the opening up of sensitive issues, which may be an important factor in
healing. It may be the nature of the interpersonal interactive interview process, which
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enables the subject to become aware of his own belief systems and their role in shaping his
perceptions and experiences.
This study was also limited by the failure to include a question concerning the level
of education of the subjects participating in the survey. Although the researcher was able to
make a subjective observation, the questionnaire failed to include an objective measure.
This influenced the ability to determine whether differences in responses were due to levels
of acculturation, socioeconomic levels or educational achievement. Other unknown factors
may also have influenced differences in responses.
Although this study did examine the perceptions of the patients and families facing
life threatening illnesses, it did not evaluate the health provider's understanding of their
patients' medical experience. Nor did this study investigate how the health providers
viewed differences in cultural health beliefs, particularly as related to these five case
studies. This research project also failed to elicit information from the health professionals,
as to their knowledge of the family history of loss and how it was affecting their current
emotional status and coping mechanisms for dealing with the current illness.
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CHAPTER V
DATA COLLECTION AND THE ANALYSIS
INTERVIEW SUMMARIES: THE CASE STUDIES
THE DOMINGUEZ FAMILY

Mr. Dominguez was a forty-nine year old granite worker and Latino father of five
children, ranging in ages from nine to twenty-five years old. He had been diagnosed with
cancer that had metastasized to the brain, with a prognosis of approximately six months to
live. Born in Michuacan, Mexico, Mr. Dominguez came to the Salinas area as a farm
laborer at age nineteen. Two years later, he met his wife. She was born in New Mexico
and migrated to California at age fifteen. Mr. Dominguez somewhat assimilated, speaking
and thinking in both English and Spanish at home. Although raised in a spanish speaking
home, he, by contrast, functioned mostly in English. They both acknowledged their
closest friends were more likely to be Latinos, although they expressed a desire for their
children's friends to be both Latinos and Anglos.
This family was in the "family with adolescents life cycle stage", adjusting to issues
of children leaving home with a focus on midlife marital issues. The issue of dealing with

Mr. Dominguez' disability and facing his mortality had come unexpectedly and early in the
family life cycle.
Attitudes Toward Life. Death and L9ss:
Loss was not new to Mr. Dominguez. Before he was born, his oldest brother died.
His birth was not received with joy. Although a sister had been born first, his parents
grieved for their first born son, and separated themselves from Mr. Dominguez. He was
given to an aunt, who loved and cared for him, until he was sent away to a boarding school
at age five. He returned briefly to the home once or twice a year. His aunt died when he
was seven years old, and he was not told until his arrival home, six months after her death.
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Mr. Dominguez spoke of how his mother had never touched him, until she came just a few
weeks ago in the face of his dying. He wept as he described how his mother crossed the
room and held him for the first time.
In sharing his diagnosis with his mother, he told her that he did not feel bad about
it. "I feel good ..• at peace with God. He makes me look at life in a different way now."
Mr. Dominguez went on to share how he sees the kindness of people. He believed that
when you are Al right, you neglect things. He said yo~ don't appreciate life, until you
need it. You suddenly realize that people do care about other people. He saw his illness as
an opportunity to try to correct or do something about his faults, to tum his life around and
get at peace with everyone. Mr. Dominguez said, "I don't believe that God wants me up
there yet. He was calling my attention, so that I could correct myself and get my act
together." Raised by a nun in the boarding school, Mr. Dominguez coped as a child
through prayer. He neglected the church as he got older. "Until you get sick, you forget;
Then you remember there is·a God."
When Mr. Dominguez' father died, his mother acted as if her husband was still
there. She still talked to him, and refused to initially leave her home, claiming that her
husband was in the house. She never spoke of his death. His father, having had several
strokes, never spoke of his illness. Mr. Dominguez believed that his children were the
same way. In the· initial weeks after his diagnosis, his daughters would not speak to him,
nor would his young son touch him. In the initial stages of his illness, despite many
symptoms, Mr. Dominguez refused to share his pain with his family, nor did he seek
medical attention. The Dominguez family had learned to be stoic, stubborn and quiet.
Ironically, Mrs. Dominguez' family had coped with death and illness in much the
same way. Having just arrived in California, Mrs. Dominguez' father was killed by a
drunk driver. Her brother was hospitalized, and she was told " to care for him and be
strong for him" by her mother. Their father's death was never spoken of. Years later her
mother was diagnosed with bone cancer. She never shared this with the family, until Mrs.
Dominguez learned of it from the physician shortly before her death. Mrs. Dominguez
expressed her frustration, that her mother was silent. She vowed that they as a family will
talk about her husband's illness and pending death. She strongly believed, with the
support of her husband, that the silence must be broken, and feelings must be shared for
this, family to heal. Mr. Dominguez knew too well, that there would be a drifting apart, if
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they didn't talk. He vowed that they would have a family meeting, where each one could
share their love and fears.
Both shared a fatalistic view toward life. The illness just happened. His grief was
for the suffering of the family. He blamed himself for perhaps not taking better care of
himself. When asked what he would tell someone else coping with the same illness, Mr.
Dominguez said, "take one day at a time and don't feel bad about oneself ... It is out of
our control. .. nothing we can do about it." Mrs. Dominguez expressed how she felt a
• sense of powerlessness, and inability to do anything about their circumstance. She recalled
the loss of their home and possessions during the earthquake in Watsonville. She finds
herself anxious and overwhelmed in the same way. She relied on God, asking Him to
give her the strength and will to go on. This had helped her the most.
When speaking of dreams, Mrs. Dominguez claimed that she didn't dream about
those that had died. Her sisters dreamed that their mother was in heaven crying and sad.
Mrs. Dominguez believed that dreams were for those that feel guilty about their
relationships with the deceased, when they were living. She had no regrets about how she
cared for her mother.
Mrs. Dominguez was clear that it was now time for her husband to lean on her. It
was his support that helped her cope with her mother's death and losses during the
earthquake. She will have no regrets in the way she cares for him now.
Both parent$ found solace in the togetherness and strength of the family. Mrs.
Dominguez said, " we distance ourselves, when everything is ok; we come together when
there are problems." She had confidence that they will pull together again, and help each
other. Mrs. Dominguez's grandparents were separated for many years. When her
grandfather was dying, he returned home. Her grandmother accepted him. He died with
her a few weeks l;,iter.
Mr. Dominguez believed that their strength lies in their love for each other. "Even
though we don't show it, we know the love is there. It exists." He believed that his wife
had always been on his side in good and bad times. He also honored the children's respect
for them. Although they had faced many ups and downs, "fought like cats and dogs," Mr.
Dominguez believed that they had learned what it was to make a life. He did not see living
as easy, but he believed he had learned and life was worth it. His final message to his
family was, "time goes by fast laughing. Don't stop. I need you, guys."
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Illness, Medical Interaction and Family Dynamics
Although the Dominguez family could describe the illness, they did not understand
its origin. What they did understand was their failure to seek medical attention early on.
They all feel guilty, that they didn't understand the signs earlier on. Mr. Dominguez began
drinking heavily to cope with the ongoing headaches and pain. She felt like the nagging
wife, and withdrew. She couldn't think of a remedy for his headaches. Traditionally, she
had used savila(aloe vera) and manzanilla(chamomile). Neither worked. He felt like he
was "floating, like he wasn't there." The silence prevailed.
Eventually when they sought medical help, they were frustrated by the initial inability
of the medical professionals to diagnosis his illness. What was so hard was not knowing
what the physicians were doing, and why they weren't doing it faster. That lack of
communication felt "like torture," according to Mrs. Dominguez. She complained of why
they couldn't get the right answers. Although they felt that the doctors had been attentive
and respectful, Mrs. Dominguez only felt somewhat clear and satisfied with an
understanding of his medical condition and treatment plan. She was not comfortable with
the doctor, and felt that certainly initially they did not pay enough attention to them. Mr.
Dominguez stated that he fully understood his medical condition, yet he could not describe
what the illness was actually doing in his body. They both understood the purpose of the
medications, but could not identify their names. They both had difficulty articulating the
name of the specific diagnosis.
The deci~ion not to use chemotherapy was a decision that Mr. Dominguez made
himself, and his wife supported. He articulated in private that he did not want his family
to see him suffering from the side effects. Mr. Dominguez stated that he was taking his
own time about his illness, and making his own decisions. He also explained how the
doctor told him that it was his body, so he "could call his own shots." The doctor said that
no one would make him to do anything other than what Mr. Dominguez wanted. Mr.
Dominguez said that he never really articulated to the physician why he made the decision
not to use chemotherapy , but he had confidence that the doctor would not pressure him.
Mr. Dominguez also understood that the treatment could not cure his disease. The doctor
had explained that the quality of his life would not improve, although he would have a few
more months oflife.
On their own, the family had decided to use alternative healing methods without the
knowledge of the physician. Mr. Dominguez read about Ojos del Gato, (taxol mixed with
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echinacea) in a spanish speaking newspaper, which he actively used. They were also using
herbs and the resources of a local curandera at the local store. Mrs. Dominguez stated that
she would go anywhere, if someone would tell her, that he would be Al right. "I would
go all the way to Lourdes, that healing place in Italy." Neither was willing to give up hope.
They were clear that he wanted no life supports and that it would really "sink in, when he
gets sicker." They knew that day would happen. They both were scared of the suffering
and pain ahead.
The Dominguez saw his ability to now articulate his pain as a strength. Yet, he still
was in conflict that he would burden his family. Mr. Dominguez said that talking about
his pain helped. Yet he explained, "I am stubborn. Sometimes I don't want to say nothing.
She makes me speak up for myself." Mrs. Dominguez worried that he gets tired, and
doesn't articulate it. She vacillated between feeling like she was not doing enough for him
to feeling overprotective.She will interact with the doctors, when he won~t. He did say he
felt relieved when he shared his pain with the doctor, and received medication to help.
Mr. Dominguez described himself as a bird whose wings had been cut off, and
now he couldn't fly anymore. Not being able to work was not easy for a man, who had
worked everyday of his adult life. He felt like he was developing a new relationship with
his family. He was involved in family activities, that for years he missed out on due to
long working hours. The family was adapting to his new involvement with great joy, and
some resistance. As Mr. Dominguez was finding his involvement comforting, Mrs.
Dominguez was confused by his new interest and involvement in her roles.
Everyone was confused and on edge. The tensions and fighting increased, as
each family member redefined what their role was, and tried to cope with the inevitable.
Mrs. Dominguez said that it reminded her of the conflicts in her family-of-origin, after the
death of her father. She was responding by not being able to relax and slow down, the
same way her mother did, and grandmother before her. The pattern had been to get busier
with crisis. Mr. Dominguez was breaking his family pattern of overworking, and silence.
The children were worrying about each other, demanding that the younger girls
share their feelings. The oldest siblings were modeling their mother~ s overprotective role,
feeling helple1ss with their father, they were over nurturing the younger onvs. They were
convinced that no one would be able to cope without his strength. They saw their siblings
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as dependent, and without the resources to cope. They were taking on the responsibilities
of parenting, as their mother did with her brothers.
The younger ones remained silent, but had slowly edged closer to their father. The
father was demonstrating his confidence in each of them. Mrs. Dominguez had said to
each of her children, "Go to your father, when you can. Give him your blessing, when
you are ready."
As a family, the older children were able to express their grief to their father , that
he would not be present for their weddings and the birth of his grandchildren. They were
able to weep together. About two month after their sharing these fears, the oldest daughter
announced that she was getting married. The marriage happened within a few weeks, and
her father was present. As she was being abandoned by her father, she chose to find
security in a new marriage. The second daughter became pregnant. Although choosing not
yet to marry the father of the child, she opted to bring new life into the world, perhaps to
replace the father she loved.
As Mr. Dominguez' death grew closer, he shared his grief that what was so difficult
about dying was knowing that he could not protect his wife. He wept. In his absence, she
shared how he pushed her away. She said, "I know that it is because he does not want me
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to get too close, because he can't bear our letting go of each other, but it hurts. I am so
angry with him, because he is leaving me. He wasn't suppose to leave me first. I tell him
that." They began to feel the inevitability of his pending death. He weakened. They sat
with each other and were able to share their fears and acknowledged his deterioration.
They expressed to the researcher, that leaving the other was like losing part of themselves.
Their faces carried the depth of their despair.
In many ways this family broke their silence, and responded with amazing
resiliency. When asked "why," they said it was the survey questions, that gave them the
courage to face themselves, and ultimately each other. The interview process helped them
to open up, define who they were and share with each other, that which had been too
frightening to face. In examining the history of their two families, they dared to recognize
that each had loved deeply within their family and that there had been painful losses. Mr.
Dominguez requested a copy of their responses to these questions," so that my young
son, as he grows up, can better understand why and what I believed in. This will bring
great comfort to me, and my family."
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MR.ORTIZ

Mr. Ortiz was a fifty-eight year old Latino farm worker, who was dying of colon
cancer. Diagnosed two and one half years ago, the cancer had metastasized throughout
his body. Although having lived all of his life in this country, Mr. Ortiz was less
assimilated than Mr. Dominguez. Most of his life he had experienced extreme poverty
which may explain his lesser degree of assimilation. Although he claimed he could speak
and think in both languages equally, his preference was to speak Spanish. His closest
friends were both Latinos and Anglos. In terms of the family life cycle, Mr. Ortiz had been
without family most of his life. He was facing physical decline and mortality. During
much of his life he had dealt with multiple losses.
Attitudes Toward Life, Death and Loss
Because Mr. Ortiz had survived by living on the streets, since he was seven years
old, the particulars of his life history were difficult for him. He had little history of family
illnesses or deaths. He believed he was born in Arizona or northern Mexico to spanish
speaking parents. He knew that his father foll(!wed the harvesting of cotton fields.
Migrating seasonally from Arizona, his father brought him to Salinas in 1947. He had
minimal recollection of his mother, although he claimed she was a "borracha," (a drunk).
He described her as a "buenita Indio quien miraba fea," (a good Indian that looked ugly.).
His father left him at seven years old drunk at a bar, after having sold him to various
customers. The father left the bar and never returned. Mr. Ortiz described his family as
"bad people," who were not worthy of him. He shared no love for them.
Mr. Ortiz survived "living under the bridge with the drunks and addicts,"
believing his father went off to war. He could articulate that nobody ever wanted him. He
never went to school, but worked in farm labor camps as a child. He was befriended by a
Filipino farm contractor, who he claimed, "kind oflooked after me, until he gave up on me
at age sixteen, because I was a drunk.". He also admitted to the daily use of marijuana for
over the last forty years. Ife also acknowledged his history of alcoholism. He had shared
his parents' disease. This was how Mr. Ortiz had coped with his losses. Nonetheless, he
was a survivor.
Until recently admitted to the Extended Care Unit at Natividad Medical Center in
Salinas, Mr. Ortiz lived in a car outside a friend's home, without family. He remembered
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seeing three or four children, that he fathered from "various bar maids."' He had no
knowledge of their whereabouts, and only saw each of them shortly after their births. Mr.
Ortiz grew up without a family, and went through his adulthood without the closeness and
strength of a family unit. The pattern of his childhood was repeated.

Mr. Ortiz had maintained a friendship for over thirty years with a fellow farm worker
and his family. He wanted them to look after his remains. He had expressed his fear that
his body not be "burned," because he believed cremation was against God. This family
had asked me to assure him, that they will find the two thousand dollars for his burial. The
family acknowledged that in truth, he will be cremated, but they wanted him to die in
peace, believing he would be buried. Recognizing that he was dying, they had requested,
that he be told the cancer was gone. Their cultural beliefs held that hiding the truth
demonstrated a true love and commitment to Mr. Ortiz.
When asked how he had consoled himself in life, Mr. Ortiz claimed that he
"meditates, talks with God and drinks." He believed that God tells him about the
"mysteries of life." He takes great pride in his abilities to have premonitions. He speaks of
how he dreamed of President Kennedy's assassination three days before its occurrence.
He described his sense of overwhelm that he could not prevent it. President Kennedy's
death was a significant loss in Mr. Ortiz' life.

Mr. Ortiz also believed he was destroyed by God. In an attempt to further
explore this statement, he could not explain what he meant. He went on to say, ' 1I don't
think about what happened to me in my life. I don't ever want to see these people that were
my parents. They sold me." He said that he always felt that he belonged to God until age
eleven, when he went to the bars and started drinking. Mr. Ortiz had not spoken of what
happened to him in his childhood in his adult life.
When asked about his spiritual resources, Mr. Ortiz described how God was the
king of all kings. He said that he was a Christian son, and repeatedly said, "allelujah." He
continually stated in a fearful voice, " that God will forgive all my sins." He described how
there was no need for fear, because of "God's mercy and the mercy of His miracles." He
claimed he had only belonged to God, not to his family or children. The mysteries of life,
which he understood, made life itself a miracle.
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Attitudes Toward Illness and Medical Interaction
Mr. Ortiz' frustrations with the physicians began even b~fore his cancer was
diagnosed. Mr. Ortiz claimed that he told the doctors, that he had cancer, but they thought
it was only bronchitis. The blood in his chest scared him. Having worked in a Watsonville
chemical poison plant in 1992, Mr. Ortiz blamed his illness on his exposure to those
chemicals.
His perception of his illness was that it was only located in the stomach. He was
not willing to acknowledge its presence throughout his body. His belief was that the
medical doctors did not have an understanding of it. He argued that they merely needed to
sew up and close his stomach, and the cancer would not go elsewhere. Mr. Ortiz was
frustrated with the doctors that they had not been willing to do this. He claimed that he
ultimately understood the doctor's decision not to operate, because of the risk of infection.
Nonetheless, he blamed them for not closing off the stomach earlier. He was sure that if
the doctor had done that and he had used savila, (aloe vera), at the same time, the cancer
would have been "sucked out of his stomach." He also believed that the yolk of an egg
could have "taken out the bad inside."
Although Mr. Ortiz had not been opposed to the "use of chemicals," he was
saddened that the doctors did not understand the benefit of combining both chemicals and
herbs. He did try to describe the value of the herbs to his doctor, but he claimed the doctor
didn't respond or say anything. "The doctors do not understand their power." In his
estimation, the herbalist understood his illness better than the doctors.
When asked if his doctor had explained how his illness functioned and why he had
symptoms, Mr. Ortiz responded with a "no." Mr. Ortiz articulated that he only partially
understood his own illness and wished he knew more. His only hope was that a specialist
would come to see him. Mr. Ortiz did not recognize that a specialist was the current doctor
that was working with him. He perceived his doctor as appearing too busy, and expressed
how he did not feel comfortable with his doctor as a person. He was also afraid of hearing
bad news from the doctor, yet he lacked confidence that the doctor told him the truth.. Mr.
Ortiz could not describe the medications he took, nor their purposes. When asked about
who made the decisions about caring for the illness, he identified himself, the doctor and
his compadre.

f
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Mr. Ortiz did have confidence that the physician listened, when he described the
pain he was feeling. In this way he believed his doctor was attentive and respectful of him.
Telling the doctor and friends about his pain helped him endure his illness. His friends had
complained to the nurses about the pain he experienced, and had requested more medication
for him.
Claiming that he was not dying, Mr. Ortiz was demonstrating a strong denial of the
severity of his illness.. He believed it was God, who would most influence the outcome of
his illness. God was curing him by giving Mr._ Ortiz God's energy. Mr. Ortiz was also
receiving the support of a group of Christian "brothers," who came regularly to visit him.
Together they participated in seances, where Mr. Ortiz shared with me, that "God
removed the_ cancer from my body." In another moment he said that the illness smelled,
was powerful and was very advanced. He claimed that God would either alleviate the
cancer or let him die in his. arms, forgiving his sins.

In response to the usefulness of these questions, Mr. Ortiz stated, "these questions
were good, because they helped me understand God and what had happened to me in my
life. It was important to understand my illness and the miracle of God." This statement
simply articulated this man's struggle with his life and his pending death. Mr. Ortiz died
alone a few days later on a Sunday morning, God's hour.

THE LEMUS FAMILY
Mrs. Lemus was a thirty-two year old mother of three children under age ten, who
had a diagnosis of leukemia. Born in this country to Mexican parents, she was raised as a
Jehovah's Witness. Her husband, a Mexican citizen, came to this country less than ten
years ago to find more opportunities and marry her. Both of their families were from the
same village in Mexico. They had known each other since childhood, when Mrs. Lemus
spent vacations with her Mexican grandmother.
Although she was more fluent in English than her husband, they only spoke Spanish
in their home. More of their friends were Latinos than Anglos, although they wanted their
children's friends to be both. They tended to watch more English-language television, so
he could improve his language proficiency. Mr. Lemus worked as a math teacher in
Mexico, and was currently a construction worker.
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This family was more assimil ted than the other two cases. In terms of the family
life cycle, they had been adapting to p · renting roles, as a family of young children. Their
tasks included managing relationships with their families of origins, and adjusting their
marital ~ystem for children.
Attitudes Toward Life Death and Los
Mrs. Lemus had no real recoll ctions of any major illnesses or deaths in her family,
until recently. Five years ago her mot er was diagnosed with cancer of the uterus. After
three surgeries, she went into remissi n. Starting prior to her diagnosis, both mother and
daughter cared for a fifteen year old a olescent who was dying of leukemia. This girl's
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parents had abandoned her. They c~ se to care for her, because she was a member of
their church. Four years later, after itr death, Mrs. Lemus was also diagnosed with
leukemia. Mrs. Lemus recalled, "we ·magined that someone in our family could get
leukemia, but we really didn't believe it, when it happened. Our friend had just died."
Both mother and daughter had fought heir illnesses together, but silently.
The family had not grieved th loss of their adopted daughter yet fully. The reality
appeared to be too scary. After her d ath, Mrs. Lemus abandoned her life in Salinas, and
sought refuge in Mexico for six mont s. She could not believe that her friend didn't get
better, and that "she could go so fast.' Mrs. Lemus wanted to say to her mother, "don't
expect me to get better." Ironically,

rs. Lemus' mother refused to speak of her

daughter's illness with her.. Whene er Mrs. Lemus tried to express her fears to her
mother, she was told that she was "to negative." The conversations were cut-off. The
illnesses were acknowledged, but the xpectation was that "everything will be ok." Mrs.
Lemus understood that her mother an father didn't want to hear, so she said she relied on
her husband and he listened.

I

This family had been influenced by their faith as Jehovah's Witnesses. Mrs. Lemus'
father had studied to be a priest in the atholic Church, until he was dismayed by this
training. He changed religions, whe Mrs. Lemus was about six years old. This family
tried to follow everything in the Bibi , and believed it was good for them. Mrs. Lemus
said that the Bible had taught them to 'not really be afraid of death, because God will give
us life again." Mr. Lemus believed h had a better understanding of life than in his youth,
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because in "the Bible I have a new home." He anticipated his wife dying, but" because
she will be resurrected, I can live with the pain."
When asked who would influence the future of her illness, Mr. Lemus stated that
she was the center of what was happening. It would be her spirit that would live. "We all
understand that she can die ... even the children are beginning to understand. God will be
the instrument for her survival. He helps us have the confidence, faith and peace of mind
that helps us endure."
Although Mrs. Lemus said that this faith comforted her, she remembered how
painful her friend's death was. Mrs. Lemus articulated that dying scared her. She was
overwhelmed by the constant pain of her friend., Although she said she shared these
concerns with others, she also was reluctant to let her family see her suffering. She
protected them.
When asked what she would say to someone facing a similar illne~s, Mrs. Lemus
replied that she would "tell them to take everything really positive, one at a time." She
would tell them that they will wonder why it was them, but to remember so many people
face illness and dying. "Don't worry. Be as happy as you can." But in her next breath,
she spoke of how much she worried. Nonetheless, she tried to relax and think of the
positive, so much like her mother tried. She wanted a normal life, so people wouldn't feel
sorry for her. She feared that1people only helped, because she was sick, not because they
really wanted to be her friend. In her own privacy, she recognized how scared she was.
With embarrassment, she reflected that alone she cried the night before. But she wanted it
to be clear that this was most unusual, and she would never let her family see her that way.
This family strived for positiveness and hope. There was not always room for them to
breakdown.
Mr. Lemus' father died of liver damage, complicated by heart problems, when he
was just twelve years old. His father had a history of alcoholism. His emotional support
came from his community. His mother didn't communicate, after her husband's death.
The economic needs of the family for survival became the focus. A teacher insisted that he
continue with his studies. He was the only one of ten children to go to college. He
·believed it was the loss of his father, and his determination to survive, that pushed him
forward. His father still came to him in his dreams. That same determination was helping
him to focus on his current family's economic and emotional survival.
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Illness, Medical Interactions and Family Dynamics
The importance of their religion as Jehovah's Witnesses was critical to this family's
attitudes toward the treatment of Mrs. Lemus' leukemia. Jehovah's Witnesses believe that
they cannot accept blood from other people, because it takes life from someone else. Their
belief was that a transfusion treatment would not improve her health problem. Her father
and pastor influenced this decision. The physicians believed that their decision to not
undergo a transfusion had shifted her odds of beating this disease from 90 percent to only
30 percent. Some physicians accused Mr. Lemus of killing his wife by refusing to permit
the transfusion. He responded by shouting, "you were violating her right to choose.'' Mr.
Lemus had contacted research centers at Stanford and U.C. San Francisco to find
alternatives to transfusions. The doctors explained to him that the medications that had
been recommended to him by his research were still illegal. He was frustrated with a
system that would not allow them alternatives. In expressing his sentiments to the
physicians, he stated, "I have to work with your decision, but you, too, have to understand
my decisions. We must share this cup."
The Lemuses had followed the advice of the doctors concerning all treatments,
other than the transfusions. They accepted the need to a~ort a pregnancy, that was five
months along, and damaged by the chemotherapy.
Mrs. Lemus had consulted with herbalists for the purposes of" getting my blood
count up. My friend, who died of leukemia, used them and it helped her with the pain." It
was her belief that the herbalist understood the illness better than the physicians, and the
physician's treatments were not getting her better. Mrs. Lemus' mother was a curandera
early in her life.
Mr. Lemus had been actively in contact with the physicians. Although Mrs. Lemus
could not give the technical name of her illness, he could. Both had contacted physicians to
discuss the illness, although Mr. Lemus had had language difficulties in communicating
with them. Pach one could name all medications being used and their purposes. He
believed he had learned more about her illness from reading written medical information,
than from the doctors themselves. It was by learning as much as he could about the illness,
that he coped.
While having confidence in Hospice nurses that go to his home, Mr. Lemus was
frustrated by the limited time doctors gave him. He felt pressured by them. He also
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wondered if they were asking the appropriate questions about her illness. Mrs. Lemus had
been embarrassed to ask questions that may clarify her symptoms and treatment. They both
acknowledged his importance in making decisions about her illness.
Where they felt most co~used was concerning secondary effects vs _the symptoms
of the primary illness. Mrs. Lemus had had numerous secondary infections, and they both
expressed dissatisfaction with respect to the explanations of treatments. This had delayed
her chemotherapy. Nonetheless, they both stated that the physicians were both very
attentive and respectful, which was something of a contradiction to their earlier expressed
dissatisfactions.
The leukemia and health problems began when Mrs. Lemus was carrying her
second child. Each of them believed that something was triggered in her body. Her
pregnancies were demanding, and required five months of bed rest. Mr. Lemus pointed to
the onset of depression after a miscarriage and the loss of her friend. A doctor friend
explained to him early in his life that "there was a connection between caring for our
emotions and illness." This left a great impression on Mr. Lemus and his perceptions of
his wife's illness. "She has always carried stress and been nervous. This has contributed
to her illness."
Mrs. Lemus pointed to how she only knew how to take care of others as the cause
of her illness. No one was ever supposed to take care of her. She described herself as a
woman who took risks, who was not afraid of living and being active. Now she
constantly worried for her family's safety, and her own future. At night her fears
overwhelmed her. She described how her pain increased during those hours. "The illness
is walking all over my blood. Sometimes I picture it in just one place, then it suddenly
starts again. It is red, sometimes black, and very dark inside... something ugly growing
inside of me." She was scared, because she didn't know what she was dealing with.
Sometimes she thought it was worthless to do all the treatments.
She feared most that she was going to die very fast ... that her pain would not be
tolerable. Way down deep inside she did not believe she had much time. She had not
shared these thoughts with her doctor nor her family. Mrs. Lemus expressed
dissatisfaction that the doctors never really told her how advanced her illness was. There
were days she wished it would just happen fast. She wondered why she was suffering,
and believed she was holding everyone else back from moving on with their lives. What
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held her here were her children, recognizing that no one will care for them, as she does.
The illness had totally transformed the future of this family. The time in the life cycle
of her illness was straining their family system, and they were attempting to adjust with
great difficulty. They had hired someone to help care for the children and undertake
household tasks, because the US Immigration Service would not allow his sister to enter
this country to aid their family. Mrs. Lemus' mother was helping some to assist in the care
of children, while maintaining her own household and child care tasks.
Having lived with their in-laws before, the Lemus family made the decision to
develop their own goals. Mrs. Lemus explained that they were close as a family, but that
they didp. 't count on them. "We tried to do it by ourselves." Their fear was that they
would put too much pressure on the family to care for the children and her. It was as if
they realized her family could only handle so much. Mrs. Lemus worried that her family
would not be be patient with her husband and children. She felt guilty that she could not
maintain her role.
. Mr. Lemus was trying to hold down multiple roles.This family was under
enormous financial stress. Commuting daily to San Jose for work, Mr. Lemus was
borrowing ahead to maintain economic stability. His coping mechanisms followed similar
patterns as his youth. He was also trying to maintain the same rhythm of life for his
children. Often bringing the family to the hospital, he tried to distract them with play. At
night when he stayed with her, he got stomach aches worrying about his children at home.
When at home with his children, he was not certain his wife's needs were really being met
at the hospital. The daughter refused to go to school. He emphasized the importance of
finding solutions for his children, over economic problems, yet he worried. "My daughter
was lonely, even when everyone was there. His son was now fearful to sleep alone in the
dark. What was so difficult may be his own memories of losing his father. "After my
father's death, I suddenly was afraid of the dark. I felt so alone, and had such fear. I
know the fears of my son. How will I begin to help them?"
When asked the value of these survey questions, Mr. Lemus spoke of how their
family had felt as if someone cared. "On the part of the hospital , it shows that we have a
friend that was helping." These questions had helped him analyze their,problems. Even
though he knew the problem, he couldn't see all the parts. He had not taken the time to
understand it. Now he felt comforted that his feelings and thoughts were "not all stuck
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inside." He also felt the questionnaire had helped him become more sensitive to his wife's
worries. Mrs. Lemus felt the questionnaire had helped her to worry less. She described
her self as feeling less tense. But most of all she now felt less afraid to ask for help from
both the hospital personnel and her family.
Mrs. Lemus died three months after the initial interview. After spending another
month in the hospital trying to keep her from more infections, the doctors acknowledged
that they felt ill-equipped to care for her. They suggested that she stay at home with her
children, and enjoy that time with them. The doctors assured her that they would be
available to her, whenever she felt an urgency to come to the hospital. They recommended
that she continue with the chemotherapy.
Instead, Mrs. Lemus and her family returned to their village in Mexico. In her
first interview, she had stated that what most comforted her was dreaming of being in
Mexico, where life was peaceful and more tranquil. Mrs. Lemus followed her dream. She
was able to articulate, that what most influenced her to go to where she loved before she
died was her understanding of her own needs, resulting from the interview process.
Returning from Mexico a few days before she died, Mrs. Lemus had found comfort
in her choice. She did not leave her children easily. Her death came unexpectedly to many
in her family. They were not ready. But both she and her understood she was leaving this
world. She said the interviews helped each of them process the reality. She was grateful
to follow her dream with her husband close beside her.
At her funeral, Mrs. Lemus was praised for giving herself to God. Her fellow
churchmen acknowledged her decision to not receive the transplant, and portrayed her as a
martyr, who was resurrected for her faith. Mr. Lemus and their children stood alone in
silence, until her casket was placed in the ground. People started to walk away. Her
family stood stoically and without emotion. Then Mr. Lemus sobbed, overwhelmed in
grief, and grabbed his children. Her sisters went over to him, and opened their arms
around them. It was at that moment, that this family allowed each other to share their
feelings. Her mother stood apart.
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THE RAMIREZ FAMILY
Tony Ramirez was a twenty-five year old, single Latino male with an extensive
history of diabetes, initial onset age seven. Although Mr. Ramirez had lived
independently, he came to reside at his grandmother's home with frequent stays at
Natividad Medical Center at the time of the interview•. His mother, stepfather and step
sister, age six were his closest family. His grandmother raised him, along with raising
eleven other children. Both Mr. Ramirez and his mother, Mrs. Roble participated
independently in these interviews.

Of all the case studies, this family was the most acculturated. Mr. Ramirez was a
third generation Latino, whose parents were born in this country to Mexican parents. Tony
lived comfortably in both the Latino and Anglo culture. More English than Spanish was
spoken in their home. Both mother and son read and spoke more English than Spanish,
although Mr. Ramirez believed he only thought in English. Mostly English-language
television was watched. Both described their friends as being both Latinos and Anglos,
and would choose their children's friends to be the same. Although Mr. Ramirez had no
earned income, his stepparents income ranged in the $;31,000 to $45,000 range.
Tony was unable to move forward in the "single, young adult between families" life
cycle stage, in part due to his illness. His goals should have been to "achieve emotional
and financial independence," and to "accept parent-offspring separation." His emotional
and physical status were key factors in his inability to achieve these tasks. Tony was able
to briefly hold down clerical positions and attend a community college, after graduating
from high school. Tony has been unable to create his own life, because his illness forced
dependency at a time when he needed independence.
Attitudes Toward Life, Death and Loss
The role of addiction was critical to this family's view oflife and death. Mrs.
Robles was a single, fifteen year-old mother, when Tony was born. Her father, an
alcoholic and diabetic, had deserted her mother, before she could remember. When she
turned fifteen, she sought closeness to counteract her feelings of abandonment with Tony's
father. As she stated, "I wanted somebody who would love me, and I was scared. Tony's
father was a tough eighteen-year-old, who was a well-known drug user. "I believed that if
he cared about me, I would be safe. If I could just fit in, he would care for me more, so I
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started using. I didn't care about anyone, but my drugs, for the next twenty years." The
issue of abandonment was a critical issue for Tony in his life, contributing to his sense of
dependency.
Tony was moved between each parent, and his grandparents for the first seven
years of his life, until a court battle between grandparents resulted in Tony being placed
permanently with his maternal grandmother, a very traditional Latina. He believed that if
his paternal grandmother had won, he would already be dead.
Tony remembered his dad as always sick or injured. Suffering from epilepsy and
the effects of falling under the blades of a bulldozer, his father had permanent disabilities.
Tony remembered his father being plagued by drug addictions. His grandparents had
called in Oral Roberts to come and pray for his father, after his bulldozer accident.
Both mother and son stated independently how much Tony's father loved him.
Tony's father was murdered by the police in an attempted robbery, when Tony was age
twelve. Tony's grandfather simply told him, "your father is dead." Tony learned of the
robbery on the evening news. He stated how much" I wanted my Dad to see me grow."
He remembered his mother's family being shocked and worried about him at the time of his
father's death.
From Tony's eyes, his dad's family caused his father's death. They were a multigeneration gang family, that pulled his father early into crime and drugs. Tony had no
contact with his paternal grandparents from the time of his father's death. "They know I
am a diabetic. They don't know if I haven't died already and they have never contacted
me. They don't care." Again Tony revisited the issue of abandonment. His bitterness was
visible in his voice.

In and out of prison until her recovery eight years ago, Mrs. Robles was hardly
there for Tony.. She remembered how when Tony visited Alcatraz Island on a field trip
with his school, he was so traumatized that he could not function normally for days.
Tony was convinced that his mother was living under the same conditions as Alcatraz,
because his mother was imprisoned at that time. Tony had to be admitted to an adolescent
psychiatric program at Stanford to help him cope with his losses. Mrs. Roble's sister got
Tony the medical attention he needed. Also an addict, she had recovered five years earlier
and she actively intervened in Tony's life.
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This sister most influenced and helped both Mrs. Robles and Tony cope with his
illness and their lives. The aunt actively involved Tony in recovery meetings as a teenager,
so that he could understand that he was not the only child coping with addicted parents.
Having fought breast cancer, and currently in remission, this aunt had told Tony, "God
only gives these kinds of illnesses to those that have the mental capacity to handle it."
Tony stated, "I guess me and my aunt have the strength."
This family was a highly enmeshed family. In many ways this enmeshment was a
typical response to illness and pending death. Coming from dependency and tremendous
fear ofloss, it was complicated by earlier losses and Mrs. Roble' s absence from Tony's
early life and her desire to become his mother. Tony was aware of the love this family had
for him. Recognizing that his family would be devastated, if something happened to him,
there was enormous pressure on him to survive his illness. Tony's mother "freaked" at the
thought of losing either her son or sister. While recognizing that they were too close, she
couldn't let go of her over involvement in his life. Mrs. Robles was able to acknowledge
that the family didn't deal with his illness realistically, because it was too hard to face. She
was so intent upon being a fighter, that she couldn't believe that she could lose either her
son or her sister. Tony understood at some level that he was dying, but in other ways he
held on to the belief that he would get better.
Praying every day helped him to fight his hopelessness. It reminded him of how
much he believed in a God. This belief was his grandmother's gift to him. His family
went to church and lit candles for him. His grandmother had a shrine for Tony in her
bedroom, where she also prayed daily. The impact of culture was still prominent in this
family, often as its greatest source of strength.
Feeling victimized by his illness, Tony did feel hopeless about his future. He was
able to articulate his depression. Tony coped by "painting a picture for myself in my mind .
. not the one that everyone else sees." The daily use of marijuana helped "to take my
mind off what bothers me." His mother saw Tony as suffering from addiction. The pattern
of coping was passed on.

Although she confronted him, he refused to change his pattern

of coping. His mother wanted him to get therapy, but he denied the need. He
acknowledged that he kept his feelings "stuffed inside." "My mom used to hold everything
inside too, until recovery." In this way, he understood that mother and son were alike. He
was not yet willing to confront his feelings. He said that if the doctors were to tell him, that
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he would die within six months, that he "would go commit a robbery" and ~•get really high
until I die." The irony was that was how his father died.
Illness and Family Dynamics
When asked what caused Tony's illness, Mrs. Robles replied that his disease of
diabetes and his sense of loss were related. She feared that Tony was afraid to look at
himself, and that he didn't believe that anyone in the family would love him without his
illness. "He doesn't get that if he would let go, we would still love him." This was a way
of feeling control over Tony's disease by believing that if Tony worked on his emotional
health, he could cure his physical health. Then Tony's mother had a sense of control.
Tony stated in a separate interview "it seems like the family was saying they care a lot
more for me now that I am so sick. They light candles for me." His mother argued that
now Tony had gotten all of the family's attention, but he had lost control of his illness, and
he was scared. Sometimes families are so overwhelmed by illness that they tum a curable
disease into a state of perpetual invalidism.
Tony's mother recognized that there was "no burning bush that would take his·
problems away." She believed that his inability to express his fears growing up as a child
of addicts limited his ability to heal. She argued that the speed in which this illness took
over in his body was brought on by the trauma in his life. The strength of facing our fears
was in "our accepting that we can't control our childhood." Mrs. Robles was trying to
integrate into her life the recognition that she couldn't control some of the other things that
happened in her life, as well. Mrs. Roble's history with recovery was visible in her
outlook and belief system.
Although grateful to her mother for the care of Tony as a child, Mrs. Robles
believed that her mother's hypochondriac unwittingly contributed to Tony's difficulties
with his illness, and gave him an unstable foundation. The grandmother is so enmeshed
with Tony, that she criticized other grandchildren for not being the sick ones, while
overindulging Tony.. "Because of our Latino beliefs that our Mexican elderly were
suppose to be respected and tolerated, we allowed this, but it was not healthy for Tony."
Tony's mother believed her role was to keep him motivated to keep on going. She
daily tried'to make herself believe that things were going to be Al right, so that she could
convince him the same. But in truth her greatest fear was that it would kill him, and he had
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lost control over the disease. The doctors feared the same. She worried that his body
would slowly stop working, and the disease would override their mental power. She still
held on to the concept of "mind over matter" almost with a desperateness, that was almost
overwhelming for Tony.
Both Tony and Mrs. Robles felt that Tony himself would most influence the
outcome of his illness. She saw it from the perspective, as his being unable to share his
grief and anger. They also believed the power was in God. Tony said, '·I do my best, and
I leave the rest to God." Mrs. Robles argued that they did not give up easily. She cried
and looked at Tony, and said, "I didn't go through recovery for you to die on me." They
both kept saying that "dying is a long time away." Mrs. Robles stated, "it may be denial ..
. it may be positive thinking... I don't know." This family was struggling with a long
history of denial, and were trying to recover. The drive to maintain hope overwhelmed
them. They couldn't let go. They had lost too much. They did not want to face the level
of enmeshment. There may have been too much history.
Medical Interaction
Tony's relationship with the medical system was complicated. Tony experienced
the illness as tearing his body apart, and making him weaker. He saw grayness throughout
his body. Although Tony had not shared how he viewed the illness with the doctors, Tony
had described his pain. Coming to the hospital for several months, Tony believed that it
wasn't until he was so sick to be admitted to the Intensive Care Unit, that the physicians
recognized the seriousness of his illness. Tony was resentful that he had to get •~ms sick
for them to believe me. I had to put on the look of pain, before I could get any relief. Now
they tell me how sick I am, and listen. Why didn't they before? Why did I have to get to
this point before they listened?" Tony believed that the physicians never really believed that
he was in pain, because they thought he was only seeking relief for his addiction. Tony
did not see his need for painkillers as an addiction, and he is angry at the physicians who
perceived him as an addict. He justified his use of marijuana, given what he coped with.
Surprisingly; Tony described the physicians as "somewhat attentive," and
"somewhat respectful." His mother felt they were more respectful to her, but inpatient with
him. She argued that the physician's efforts to be sympathetic and cohcemed fell upon
Tony's deaf ears. His mother believed that Tony wanted to be victimized by the situation
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Tony saw the fear in the doctor's eyes. He could not understand why the doctors had
not been able to find the medications to stop the progression of the illness. Tony was
dissatisfied with the explanations the doctors had given him, and believed they still only
somewhat understood his illness. Tony wanted the doctors to give both his illness and his
soul attention. He wanted the doctors to just be with him and his illness.
Tony no longer felt comfortable with his doctors. He didn't want the doctors to
feel superior. He described how the doctors "acted like God, having the upper hand, but
they don't know everything. They can't help me." Blaming the physicians for feeling
sorry for him, he got caught in a dependency web. ~t may be that what a sick person wants
most is not love, nor pity, but a "grasp of my situation." Sharing his feelings with the
doctors had not helped. "They only felt sorry for me.'' Tony was angry and felt justified,
because he experienced the medical system as having let him down. The cotnmunication
difficulties between the primary physician and patient had been thwarted by their lack of
trust in each other. Tony was asking that the physician deal with who he was, and
recognize him as a whole person. Tony was struggling for an acknowledgement of his
whole person. His self concept was wrapped up in his relationship with the doctors and
his family._ He needed their support to develop his own trust in himself.
This was a man, who had spent most of his life, feeling that he could not live a
normal life. Tony felt guilty that he was sick, a burden to his family, and that he couldn't
find a solution. His rage was directed at the physicians, that he believed had failed him.
Tony longed for normalcy. The system became overwhelmed by his needs, and ignored
meeting Tony on his terms. Tony refused to comply with some of the medical orders,
because he had lost faith that full compliance would make any difference. This
hopelessness perpetuated the relationship of distrust.
Although Tony said he always followed the prescribed treatments of the doctors,
I

and he was knowledgeable about the medications and their use, Tony had "no confidence
that the treatments would improve my health.'' . Tony had used an herbalist to reduce the
swelling, as well as chiropractors and acupuncturists. He did this, because he believed
"their recommendations were more acceptable/' and because "they help me more than the
doctors." Tony was willing to try anything to get healthy.
Mrs. Robles argued that the physicians were constantly changing the diagnosis, and
were functioning in a state of confusion, although she believed they were sympathetic, and
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wanted to help. His early use of painkillers had some justification, because the physicians
didn't recognized the severity of his condition early on. She recognized that she
contributed to their early distrust of his needs for narcotics. She had fueled the physician's
concerns about Tony's addiction, because of the family's fear of its own history. Tony's
mother was critical of Tony's managing of his diabetes.
Although Mrs. Robles had tried to reduce her contact with the physicians in an effort
to help Tony have more control, it was difficult for her to remain at a distance. The sicker
he became, the greater the intensity of her involvement. She was able to acknowledge her
exhaustion and powerlessness sometimes. At one point, she became so overwhelmed with
his needs, that she threatened suicide, yelling at him that he needed to get his illness and life
under control. Then the process of real grieving emerged. She wept , and began to accept
the reality of Tony's situation.
After the initial interviews, Mrs. Robles was able to examine her level of
enmeshment with greater clarity. She recognized the importance of Tony's need for greater
autonomy. She chose to return to work, and Qecame less involved in Tony's qay to day
life in the hospital. She began to accept her powerlessness in the situation. Empowering
herself elsewhere in her daily activities helped. Using recovery language, she stated that
she needed to surrender to the higher power to find her strength. She faced his illness by
requesting the truth from the physician, something she had been too fearful to address
earlier on.
Mrs. Robles knew that there was a hollowness in the doctor's voice as he tried to
hold on to some hope for Tony. The reality was that the doctor had feared that without a
kidney transplant, Tony would not live as much as six months. Currently fighting
pneumonia, his kidneys and heart had weakened sufficiently, that the physician was fearing
that he would not strengthen sufficiently to be able to undergo this transplant. The
physicians had never before spoken with Tony or the family about their deepest concerns.
The doctor was waiting, hoping the outcome might improve. Mrs. Robles heard his fears
with great strength. She wept and sought support from those of us around her. She was
realistic, yet sought clarity in those areas that still held hope.
After the initial interviews, Tony chose to clarify and shift the nature of his
relationships with his family and with his medical providers. Tony acknowledged his
relief, that his mother was getting on with her life. It freed him from the responsibility to
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her that seemed overwhelming to him. He could be ill on his own terms. Tony began to
comply with the doctors' orders. Tony still suffered from severe depression. Tony
requested counseling to help him untangle his past, his dependency and cope with his
illness. This was a major step for Tony in facing the issues in his life.
Mrs. Robles opted for a meeting with the physician, researcher, Tony and herself.
Mrs. Robles' courage and straight-forwardness shifted the relationship with the physician.
They became allies to each other and to Tony. Sharing with Tony the risk of UI).dergoing
transplants,and the uncertainty as to his eligibility was a formidable task. The physician
demanded of Tony full compliance. It required the physician to be with Tony with all of
Tony's fears and rage. Together all three risked communicating. They recognized that
placing hope on his ability to undergo these transplants set up a whole new set of fears and
anxieties.
This family faced that the transplant was the last alternative, and Tony's last hope.
Both mother and son independently and together faced the reality that Tony may well die ..
They both expressed a relief that they were facing the truth, despite how scared they felt.
/

This family felt more empowered. They dared to confront reality and and reorganized the
family system, relationships and goals.
When asked the value of this survey, Tony responded that the questions made him
think. . . that it was sad to talk about his dad, but he had blocked him out .. now he could
dream again. Mrs. Robles believed that Tony could talk with someone he trusted, without
condemnation. "This process is healing for both of us."
Mrs. Robles suggested that these questions could help doctors look at the "bigger
picture and meaning of what causes illness and how to deal with it." It could give doctors
an understanding of what families were afraid to say to each other and what a person who
was sick needed from their doctor. Mrs. Robles articulated that the illness questions scared
her, and that the feelings of fear were both good and bad.• good, because it was reality
and bad, because "I didn't want to deal with it. It made me realize I need to be more at
peace with dying."
She also realized that she fought the hardest, when Tony began to give in. She said
she was more sensitive to his having the right to his moods. It also reminded her of how
her family were fighters, and how important the support of her sister was. . Mrs. Robles
said that these questions helped her release what she had been through and share her
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beliefs. "It gave me hope to share my life . It gave me hope that things would be alright,
no matter what happens. Talking was powerful. We were a family tha,t had always kept .
our stuff to ourselves, believing we could handle it. Maybe we couldn't. We must be
open."
THE MIRELES FAMILY
Mrs. Mireles was a 62 year old Latina, who suffered from diabetes and heart
disease. A homemaker and mother of six children, ages 25 to 42 years old, Mrs. Mireles
represented a traditional Latina figurehead She came to the United States in 1961 to be
with her husband, who was a farm laborer. Although Mrs. Mireles had lived in the United
States for longer than twenty years, she was the least assimilated of all the subjects in this
study. As a first generation immigrant; both she and her husband spoke and understood
only Spanish, although their children spoke both English and Spanish equally. The friends
they were closest to were only Latinos and they only watched television in Spanish. They
would choose their children's friends to be more Latinos than Americans. The family's
income was below $15,000, because Mr. Mireles had been disabled, due to a back injury.
This family had been in the "Launching Children and Moving on" stage, where they
were managing relationships with children and grandchildren and dealing with aging and
disability of selves and the previous generation. The family transitioned into "The Family
in Later Life" stage, during this study, as they were forced to deal with physical decline and
mortality. Mrs. Mireles died during the process of this research study.
(In order to pursue this study, the researcher was able to interview Mr. Mireles, a daughter
and daughter-in-law.)
Attitudes Toward Life. Death and Loss
Mrs. Mireles1 death was on the Day of the Virgin of Guadalupe, an important day
as marked by the family and in the Latino culture. In the Mireles family the Day of the
Virgin of Guadalupe had been the most honored day of the year. The family had yearly
developed an altar in honor of the Virgin, and the family had gathered to ask for healing.
This was a family that held onto the belief that God would decide Mrs. Mireles fate, and
that no doctors could dictate or influence a decision that would let her go. They firmly held
on to the use oflife supports in the beginning, and denied the possibility that she could die.
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The family gathered around her bedside in the hospital on the evening of the Day of the
Virgin of Guadalupe. She died shortly after their prayers began in the presence of all
family members. Their acceptance of her death had everything to do with their belief in the
power of the Virgin.
This family's attitude toward life and death was rooted in a traditional Latino belief
system, that their futures were dependent on the will of God. They argued that allowing
their mother to die was "too much responsibility," and "against God." They believed that it
was through God's strength that they were able to continue to live and pursue their goals.
They had a strong faith in miracles.
This family had experienced very few deaths or major illnesses. A brother of Mr.
Mireles had been murdered in Mexico about ten years ago. In discussion of that death, the
family accepted it and were fatalistic in their attitude. There was also an element of
victimization and revenge. This pattern repeated itself in the death of Mrs. Mireles.
When asked about problems in their lives, they expressed the belief that "we have no
problems." There appears to be a pattern that whatever befalls them in life was the fault of
an outsider. They expressed their distrust of anyone outside the family. According to the
family, there was no history of alcohol or drug abuse.
Illness, Medical Interaction and Family Dynamics
The Mireles family had been aware of Mrs. Mireles' difficulties with diabetes and
high blood pressure for many years. She understood that she had to take care of herself by
watching her diet and by asking God for help. About a month prior to her admittance to
Natividad Medical Center, she had been admitted to another hospital for problems with her
diabetes. After a two week stay, Mrs. Mireles returned home, and was told to get a
prescription to manage her diabetes. As clearly as the physicians and family understood,
Mrs. Mireles received the incorrect prescription from the pharmacy, and was given lithium
instead accidentally, which exacerbated her illness. Approximately two weeks later her
family brought her to the emergency room at Natividad Medical Center, frightened by the
symptoms she was experiencing.
The family was asked about their interaction with the medical providers, following
this experience. When asked if they had contacted the doctors to discuss Mrs. Mireles'
health, they said "no," because "the doctors don't explain anything." The family also
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believed that the physicians did not explain how her illness worked and why she had the
symptoms she did. They felt that when they asked questions, once 1n the hospital, the
doctor said "nothing." They felt the doctor never asked the appropriate questions, nor did
they feel comfortable with her. They also expressed frustration at communicating with
some of the physicians due to language difficulties. There was acknowledgement of their
fear of hearing bad news from the doctor.
The Mireles family expressed "extreme dissatisfaction" with the medical treatment
their mother received. They felt the doctors paid very "little attention" and were only
nsomewhat respectful" of them. Although Natividad Medical Center was not responsible
for the pharmacy mistake, they blamed the hospital for her condition. After her arrival at
Natividad Medical Center, Mrs. Mireles experienced a heart attack. Although revived, the
attack left her in a vegetative state. The family refused to acknowledge her condition.
They described how the physicians were "too harsh and were insensitive to their feelings"
in discussing their mother's condition. They lacked confidence in the doctors, because
they didn't believe in miracles. One physician was particularly sensitive, when he shared
with them that he did believe in miracles, but in his experience he had not ever seen a
miracle, with anyone in their mother's condition. He acknowledged the possibility. This
comforted them.
The daughter felt that the family always followed the orders of the doctor in the
maintenance of Mrs. lY.Iireles' illness. They strongly stated that Mrs. Mireles understood
what medications she was taking and why. The family could not name them. They
believed they were actively inyolved in making decision with her concerning her health.
Mrs. Mireles also used herbs, because the herbalist "better understood her illness."
The daughter was very frustrated with the emergency room nurse and the physician.
She said that when she requested help for her mother's pain, the nurse ignored her. "The
nurse wouldn't even help my mom. I could kill her." In describing her frustration later
with one of the physicians, the daughter said during the interview, "Someday God will
come and kill her mother. Then we will see how she felt. God will get her for what she
had done." These words were directed toward the physician, that told them about her
mother's vegetative condition.
Concerning the issue of whether or not to maintain life supports, the family felt
victimized and pressured by the hospital to remove the supports. They continued to believe
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that she was improving, until she died. There were no indications of any medical
improvement during the four weeks she was in the coma. The medical staff always were
clear that it was the decision of the family, but they did state their lack of confidence in a
positive prognosis or hope for improvement.
The family members described themselves as very close and united. The children
vied for positions of power, as to who was closest to the mother. Statements such as, "I
know my mother the best. She loved me the most. I know best what she would want,"
were articulated.There appeared to be a hierarchy, with some family members controlling
and usurping the role of the others. Maintaining that power seemed critical to the family
dynamics.
The women were the strength of the family, as described by the daughter and
daughter-in-law. Mrs. Mireles' mother, who was in her nineties, rarely visited the
hospital, but was designated as the final authority on any family decision. The daughters
believed their father was unable to cope, without the strength of his wife. Mrs. Mireles
was characterized as a woman who never cried, but consoled those around her. By
contrast, Mr. Mireles frequently cried, and looked to his children to cope with the medical
system.
This family appeared highly enmeshed, and unable to face the reality of their mother's
dying process. Unable to cope with their feelings, they struck out at the medical system.
This was in part the system's inability to understand their cultural needs. It also may be the
family's incapacity to deal with their internal feelings of grief and loss. The pattern of
revenge and denial was not new to this family. The interview process helped the Mireles
family vent their frustrations. They felt heard. It was the researcher's belief that their
involvement with the interviews diffused an otherwise volatile situation.
When recontacting the family several months after their mother's death, the family
demonstrated mixed feelings about the loss of their mother. The daughter was able to cry
and share her grief, showing a degree of trust. She talked about how much she wanted the
researcher to see her mother's alter to the Virgin of Guadalupe. Then she shifted her
feelings to anger toward a nurse,arguing that this nurse had dared to lose and not give the
family back the mother's false teeth. Again, her focus was on blaming, rather than
accepting the loss. The researcher did see real value in the daughter's willingness to share
her emotions and feelings. A small "opening up" occurred. In a follow up phone call to
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arrange the visit to the Mirele' s home, the daughter was able to express that the researcher's
visit would be too painful. The pattern of denial continued, yet a small step had been
taken.
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CHAPTER VI
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The primary objective of this Action Project was to prepare a therapeutically
oriented interview schedule for Latino families facing a life threatening illness. Each of the
subjectswho are participated in the interview process acknowledged a unique value for
themselves and/or their family. In the case of the Dominguez family, they perceived two
benefits. The first was the ability of the family to break through their silences and express
their grief to each other. Mr. Dominguez found comfort that what they shared during the
interview process could be given as a manuscript to his younger children, and future
generations. In this way, his family would better understand why and what he believed in.

Mr. Ortiz revealed that the questions helped him better grasp the meaning of God and what
had happened to him in his life. Tony Ramirez communicated the value of facing what he
had blocked out in his life, and found comfort that he could dream again. These men
reflected on the value of exploring their lives and relationship with their spiritual beliefs,
important steps in coping with dying. Mrs. Robles recognized her need to be "more at
peace with dying."
The power of the interview schedulewas in its ability to assist the client and family
in gaining insights into their own perceptions of their or their loved ones• illnesses. Mrs.
Robles voiced her belief, that the subject's sharing of their vision of their illness and
feelings about the medical interactions with th~ir medical providers, could help physicians
gain a "bigger picture" of the meaning ofillness and what causes it. This could improve
the quality of medical care, by sensitizing physicians to the emotional and cultural aspects
of illness. The Lemus and Ramirez/Robles family articulated that the interviews helped
them feel more empowered and less alienated from the medical system. They felt cared
about. Mrs. Lemus was more willing to ask for help. The Mireles family focused on the
expression of their frustrations, and were forced to come to grips with a loss that they had
denied.
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The interview assisted each family in various ways. Most important, in a
therapeutic sense, was how each family expressed that the sharing of their feelings gave
them hope. Even the Mireles family found joy in sharing how their mother died on the Day
of the Virgin of Guadalupe. The strength of the instrument was on how it helped each
subject focus on what was important to them, both in evaluating their lives, their
relationships with their families of origin and in coming to terms with both living and
dying. This was more than just a "halo" effect, in which the researchers mere attention
toward the respondent affects the latter's attitudes. A higher level of awareness about their
illness emerged, that reflected a greater understanding of themselves.
The clinical insight that life threatening illness disupts a family's ability to continue
on their life cycle task; unless they were able to share and acknowledge the reality of the
impending death, was confirmed in these families. It was as if each adult family member
needed to address the losses of their childhoods, before they could approach the demands
of their current situation. In sharing with his family his separation from his parents and the
loss of his aunt, Mr. Dominguez was able to reach out to his current family. In so doing,
he broke the silence. They could grieve together, and proceed with their lives and his
impending death. Mr. Ortiz revealed the grief of a lifetime, parents who had abandoned
him as a child. He died alone, struggling with his death, as he had with his life. "God's
voice" found him and comforted him. Tony Ramirez was still lost in his fight to move into
the responsibilities of young adulthood. The family's history of addictions and loss
plagued him. His mother believed that his fear of his past held him in his illness, unable to
fully participate in living. Tony himself drowned his fears in his own addictions. Trying
to do it alone was a familiar pattern for Mr. Lemus. The memory of the loss of his father
and his patterns of coping at an early age were helping him to understand how he dealt with
his wife's impending death. She had had to come to grips with the loss of her best friend
to leukemia. It seems that facing these losses was allowing them time and space to care for
each other and their young children. The Mireles family seemed unwilling to face the
patterns in their family, which kept them feeling "victimized" by outsiders. Overwhelmed
by Mrs. Mireles' death, they were finding it difficult to move on and form new patterns of
self reliance and independence. The loss of the matriarch seemed to be paralyzing the
family. Their hope was in their strong religious belief.
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In all of these families, it was the reliance on "God's will," that they believed
- gave them strength. Although they all were willing to rely on various herbs, medical
treatments and other resources to sustain them, they ultimately held a "fatalistic" view of
their futures. The Mireles family argued against removing life supports, upholding the
belief that God would ultimately intervene. In most of the case studies the subjects sought
medical diagnosis or treatment too late, often denying the symptoms they were
experiencing. Somehow they believed God was taking care of them. They also expressed
fear of interacting with the medical system. They hoped that what they didn't know
somehow wouldn't hurt them. The Lemus family refused the transfusion, due to their
religious beliefs.
The expression of suffering and grief internally within the family structures was not
easy. Not allowed to share her real fears with her family of origin, Mrs. Lemus had sought
refuge in her husband. She understood her family's denial, and she felt isolated in her
grief. Mr. Ortiz bore his grief alone. Mr. Dominguez made major breakthroughs in
beginning to share his feelings of loss. The Mireles family was unable to provide support
for one another, because a dominant daughter and a dominant son distorted communication
amongst family members in order to reinforce their power within the family and the
importance of their relationships with their mother. It seemed that they couldn't truly be
there for each other, yet they had a strong sense of "familismo," a reliance on and honoring
of the family. The Ramirez family was unable to face his illness realistically. Caught
between hopelessness and a fierce belief in fighting hard, Tony and his mother battled in
their struggle with each other. Having fought a history of addiction, and having won, Mrs.
Robles couldn't yet give up. Tony hung on the other end, overwhelmed by his mother's
"will." The interview process began to unravel the silences, denials and family patterns
that kept family members in isolation from each other and themselves.
The role of the family in decision making processes was visible in all of the case
studies, even with Mr. Ortiz and his "church family." The "brothers" were somewhat
successful in convincing him that God had performed a miracle, and that he no longer
needed treatment. They too supported his belief that the use of herbs, and closing off the
cancer from the rest of the body would remove it. Both Mrs. Lemus' minister and husband
made the decision to refuse the transfusion, with her support. Although Mrs. R?bles
recognized Tony's dependenc;y on her interaction with the physicians, she was an active
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participant in his care. She found it difficult to step down from that role. Her decision to
demand the truth from the physician, opened up the entire system of communication,
freeing the process of growth. Mr. Dominguez was the most independent in making
medical decisions, but he relied on his wife's wisdom and feedback. Together they sought
alternative herbal care. She was the one that articulated his pain. He seems caught in the
traditional role of protecting his family, so that they didn't suffer. His "machismo" made it
difficult for him to share his pain with his family. The Mireles family relied on the "grand
matriarch" to make the final decisions on life support issues. Mrs. Mireles relied on her
daughter's decision to ultimately bring her into the Emergency room. She too avoided
dealing with the medical system, and relied on the support of her family, until it was too
late.
The ability to express their pain was difficult for all of these families. The reliance
on other family members to express their physical pain to the medical providers was visible
in all of the cases. They felt better, when the doctor understood their pain. Mr. Ortiz
relied on his friends to seek more pain killers. Mrs. Lemus only articulated her pain to her
husband, who sought help for her. After participating in the survey process, Mrs. Lemus
said that she became more assertive with the medical ,providers, making sure they
understood her level of pain, so she could find relief.. In the Emergency room, Mrs.
Mireles daughter was furious with the nurse for not helping her mother. Tony felt hopeless
about the doctors believing the severity of his discomfort. His mother expressed her
frustration to the physicians.

In each of the families there was some degree of alienation expressedtoward the
medical process. In all of the cases there was a reluctance on the part of the patient to share
their own understanding of the illness with their primary provider. Ill patients had a
culturally based model for interpreting or explaining their symptoms. It was the patients'
health beliefs and practices that affected their illness behavior. The physicians needed to
understand the patients' concept of the illness to be culturally sensitive to their needs.
The patients and families in this study lacked confidence at some level that the
physicians would be sensitive to their views. Although most families, and not all, felt
respected to some degree by the physicians, they all lacked trust in their communication
with their medical providers. These feelings had never been expressed to the physicians.
The Dominguez family were resentful of the ambiguity and lack of clarity in the initial
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stages of diagnosis. Mr. Ortiz agonized for days as t:p why the physician didn't come to
close off the cancer from the rest of his body. He didn't find relief, until the physician

' ultimately explained how infection made that too risky.

The Lemus were angry at a

system, that was not willing, from their perspective, to find alternatives to transfusions.
The surgeon's suggestion that Mr. Lemus was killing his wife felt insensitive to their
religious and cultural beliefs. The combination of the physicians' inability to find
sustaining treatment for Tonyts diabetes, and Tony's sense that the providers lacked an
understanding of his needs had left the Ramirez family somewhat isolated from the medical
system they relied on. The Mireles family was grief stricken by a medical system, that they
believe allowed their mother to die. Their antagonism stemmed from their belief that the
medical providers were insensitive to their mother's pain, their grief and their right to insist
upon life sustaining measures.

As an outside observer, it was the researcher's belief, that in many of the cases the
physicians were unaware of the level of internal stress these families were feeling. Neither
provider nor family member were able to articulate their discomfort with the provider
patient communication process. As described by Rosen (1995) the attitude of
respectfulness or "simpatia" may have played a role in these Latino family's unwillingness
to confront their health care providers. Within the Latino culture, it was seen as
disrespectful to contradict or demand greater clarification from the physician. Latinos may
not understand the medical information the physician was sharing, but may be unwilling to
express that, believing it was a sign of disrespectfulness.
In the survey most of the families indicated that they understood their illness, yet in
many of the cases, they were unable to specify the particulars of the illness. The concept of
"simpatia" may even have played a role in how they answered the questions of the survey.
They wanted to believe they understood their illness, but they really didn't Most of the
subjects indicated that they felt uncomfortable with the doctor as a person, and lacked
confidence in his treatment plan. Yet, all of them expressed a willingness to follow the
medical orders. They also used alternative herbs, without sharing it with their physician.
Many expressed a lack of confidence in the traditional treatment plan.
The responses to the interview questions were similar, despite the varying levels of
acculturation of the respondents. Although the life experiences and losses within each
family context were different,.there were similarities in that each had difficulty sharing their
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grief and losses within the family structure or in demanding that their needs be met by the
medical system. Their willingness to confront the illness and potential impending death did
follow a recognizable pattern. The level of acculturation did appear to influence the
willingness of the family to accept the diagnosis and future prognosis. All of the families
and patients were afraid to confront the realities of the illness at some level, but the families
that were more acculturated, ultimately accepted the reality with greater ease.
Those families that were more acculturated were more willing to acknowledge the
need to confront the illness, following the interview process. The openness of communication within the family system and in the family member's interaction improved
following the interviews in those families. The Dominguez and Ramirez family addressed
the family interactions and dynamics. The interview process helped the Lemus family
acknowledge her pending death with each other, but they understood the extended family's
resistance and denial of her condition. By contrast, the Mireles family, one of the least
acculturated families, denied the loss of their mother, and chose not to communicate about
her loss. In the hospital, they would not accept her condition. Mr. Ortega's church family
chose to not openly communicate with him about his diagnosis and pending death.
All of the respondents welcomed the opportunity to explore their life histories.
They all accepted the impact of their family's history on how they coped with their current
health and life issues. They were all surprised at the importance they placed on their life
histories and the need they had to share those experiences with the researcher.
What seemed apparent was that all of the families had levels of dissatisfaction with
the health system, no matter what their level of acculturation. The families that were more
acculturated interacted more with their health providers. This did not mean their level of
satisfaction was any higher.The Ramirez and Diaz families, the most acculturated,
constantly interacted, but were frustrated by their lack of understanding of the illnesses.
Mr. Ortega and the Mireles family, the least acculturated, expressed considerable
antagonism toward the health care providers. Mr. Lemus, somewhat acculturated,
repeatedly interacted with the medical system, sought information and requested resources
concerning alternatives to transfusions, and better understanding of primary and secondary
symptoms. Although Mr. Lemus' level of acculturation was low, he did have a higher
income level. From an observational perspective, he also had a higher level of education.

It appeared that educational status may offer a better opportunity to evaluate differences in
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medical interaction, as well as openness of communication within the family system, than
acculturation levels. This is an opportunity for future study.
The medical social worker could play an important role in the process of educating
physicians in inpatient settings or outpatient clinics about family histories, and their impact
on how families cope with life threatening illness. In interviewing families using this
therapeutic interview model, the social worker could train physicians in the use of these
questions, so that physicians would become familiar with the questions and incorportate
them with their work with patients, as part of the patient-physician relationship building.
This could help physicians explore the domains of understanding the whole patient.
The recommendation is that a survey questionnaire be designed that measures the
physicians' understanding of their patient's perceptions of their illness. This could be
matched with the data provided by the patient, and could be used as an educational tool for
both physician and patient. This measurement could also evaluate the physicians' level of
sensitivity and understanding of cultural differences in health beliefs. In regard to specific
cases, the physicians could be asked questions concerning their understanding of the family
patterns of loss and how they had coped in the past. These data could aid the physician in
developing a sense of the importance of the issues facing the family in their current crisis.
The value of this material is for the whole health care team, not only to help the
patient, but to help the medical system understand the importance of the patient's and
family's process of coping with his illness. An educational tool, utilizing these case
studies and others, could be developed to sensitize the health care team to the multiple
factors influencing the patient and his family in coping with the life threatening illness. The
survey instrument could continue to be utilized both as a therapeutic and educational tool
for the families themselves and for health care professionals. Helping doctors to integrate
some of these questions into their interactions with their patients and families may improve
the quality of communication and levels of trust Overall, this research instrument was
effective in helping these Latino families cope with the illnesses that threatened their family
structures, and in improving the communication with each other and themselves. These
case studies will provide insights to health providers in helping them understand the
Latinos experience of coping with major illnesses.
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Appendix A
PREGUNTAS DE ENTREVISTA
1. l Hay otras personas en su familia que han tenido enfermedades
serias?

1

2

Si

No

2. Si usted contest6 51 " a la pregunta numero 1, por favor
explique quien y segun cuales circunstancias.
11

3. l Si usted contest6 "Si " a la pregunta numero 1 , c6mo es que
usted y su familia han podido aguantar enfermedades serias en el
pasado?
4.

l Ha tenido una muerte en su familia alguna vez?

1
Si

2
No

5.

Si usted contest6 "Si " a la pregunta numeto 4, por favor
explique quien y seg(m cuales circunstancias.

6.

l Si suefia de algunos de ellos, que suefia?

7. l Que ha hecho usted en el pasado para consolarse cuando ha
habido una muerte en su familia otro acontecimienta igual de serio?

8. l Como aguantaban sus padres con tales enfermedades serias o
muerte en la familia?
9. l Utiliza usted las mismas practicas que sus padres y adopta
las mismas actitudes que a las enfermedades serias y las muertes
en la familia?
1
Si

2
No

10. Si usted contesto "S1 " a la pregunta numero 9, por favor
describalas.
11 . l Alguna vez, usted o su familia ha participado en algun rituo
para sanarse?

1
Si
12. Si usted contesto
descr1balo.

2
No

"St " a la pregunta numero

11 , por favor

13.

l Que son sus recursos espirituales?

14.

l Que cree usted que cause su enfermedad?

1 5.

l Par que cree que empezo cuando comenzo ?

16.

l Como ha cambiado su vida esta enfermedad?

17. l Que es lo mas dificil de estar enfermo?
18. l Hay ihclinacion en su familia hablar oe lo serio de su
enfermedad?

1
St

2
No

19. l Que le ayuda mas qµe cualquier otra cosa aguantar su
enfermedad?
20. l Que esta hacienda la enfermedad a su cuerpo? l Como
trabaja?
21 . l A que le tiene r,nas miedo que nada en cuanto a su enfermedad
y su tratamiento?

22.

l Le ha contado sus sentimientos de su enfermedad a su doctor?
1
S1

2
No

23. l Si usted contest6 "Si" a la pregunta numero 22, le ha ayudado
a aguantar?

1
Si

2
No

24. Si tiene usted suenos de su enfermedad, por favor descr1balos.
26. l Que consejos le dar1a a alquien que esta enfrentadose con una
enfermedad que amenaze la vida?
27. l Hay alguha persona(s) en su familia que tiene una historia de
alcoholismo o adicci6n a las drogas?

1
Sf

2
No

28. Si usted respondi6 "Si " a la pregunta numero 27, por favor
descr1balos.
29.

l Que otras dificuftades o problemas ha tenido su familia?

30.

l Como han aguantado?

31.

l Que son las virtudes de su familia?

3 2. l Que ha estado el beneficio de estas preguntas para usted o para
su familia?

Appendix B
LAENCUESTA
1. l,Por cuanto tiempo ha vivido en los Estados Unidos?
0-5 anos
2

6-10 anos

11-15 anos

16-20 anos

masque 20 anos

De que parte de Mexico es usted?_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

3. Que es la historia de como lleg6 usted aquf?
4. 'l,En que otros pafses ha vivido usted?
5. l,Cuantos anos tiene usted?_ _ __
6. Hombre _ _ _ __

Mujer _ _ _ _ __

7. Z,Que son los edades de sus hijos? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - ~ _____

8. l,Por lo general, que idioma(s) lee y hable usted?
1

2

Solo Espanol Espanol Mejor
que Ingles

3

4

5

Ambos
por igual

Mas Ingles
que Espanol

Solo Ingles

4

5

9. l,Por lo general, que idioma(s) habla en su casa?
1
Solo Espanol

3

2
Espanol Mejor
que Ingles

Ambos
porigual

Mas Ingles
que Espanol

Solo Ingles

10. Por lo general, en que idioma(s) piensa usted?
1
Solo Espanol

3

2
Espanol Mejor
que Ingles

Ambos
por igual

4
Mas Ingles
que Espanol

5
Solo Ingles

11. Sus amigos y amigas mas cercanos son:

1
Solos
Latinos

2

3

4

5

Mas Latinos
Casi mitad Mas Americanos
Solo
que Americanos
y mitad
que Latinos
Americanos

12. Que clase de program.a de television mira usted?

1

2

Solo Espafiol

3

Espafiol Mejor Ambos
que Ingles
por igual

4

5

mas Ingles
que Espafiol

Solo Ingles

13. Si usted pudiera escoger los amigos (as) de sus hijos(as), quisiera que ellos(as)
fueran:
2

1
Solos
Latinos

3

4

5

Mas Latinos
Casi mitad Mas Americanos
Solo
que Americanos
y mitad
que Latinos
Americanos

14. Que recibe su familia en ingresos?

1
2
3
4
Abajo de $15,000 $16,000-30,000 $31,000-45,000 $45,000-60,000
5
Mas que $60,000

15. Ha dicho el doctor el nombre de su enfermedad?_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
16. Ha Ham.ado usted a su doctor a discutir su salud?
2
No

1

Si

17 .Si usted contest6 "Si'' a la pregunta numero 12, le fue posible a usted comunicarse
con su doctor en su lengua natal?

1

2

Si

No

3

Nunca trate de usarla

18. El doctor ha explicado a usted como funciona su enfermedad y porque usted tiene
las sintomas que tiene?

1

2

Si

No

19. Si usted respondi6 "No" a pregunta numero 18, fue debido a una o mas de las
siguiente razones? (Por Favor marque con un cfrculo todas las respuestas que
apliquen a usted o a su familia).
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Mi doctor me apresur6
Mi doctor nunca me hizo las preguntas apropriadas
Tuve miedo de sentirme avergonzado
No me sentf lo suficientemente c6modo con mi doctor como persona
Tuve miedo de recibir malas noticias de mi doctor
Tuve dificultad en comunicarme con mf doctor en Ingles
Mi doctor no me puso atenci6n
Mi doctor pareci6 tan ocupado
Otras razones (por favor especifique):

20. Que tan bien entiende usted el estado de su condici6n medica segun lo que le ha
dicho el doctor?

1
Totalmente

2
Parcialmente

3
Casi Nada

4

Nada

21. Que tan satisfecho ha quedado usted con la explicaci6n que le ha dado su doctor
con respeto a su tratamiento medico?

1

2

Muy Satisfecho

3

4

Satisfecho No Tengo Opinion Insatisfecho

5

Muy Insatisfecho

6

Nunca trat6 de explicarme
22. Con que frecuencia sigue usted los tratamientos prescritos por su medico?

1
Siempre

2

A veces

3
Nunca

23. Si usted no siempre sigue los tratamientos prescritos por el doctor, explique porque
no les sigue(Marque con un cfrculo todas las respuestas que apliquen a usted o su
familia).
1.
2.
3.
4.
, 5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Las instrucciones son demasiada complicadas.
El tratamiento es demasiado caro.
Hubo o ha habido reacciones negativas al tratamiento.
No tengo confianza que que el tratamiento me ayude a maejorar mi problema de
salud.
La duraci6n del tratamiento fue demasiado larga.
Las recomendaciones del medico no ·fueron personalmente apropriadas para mf.
Las recomendaciones del medico pueden causar algun conflito con mis
tratamientos tradicionales.
Los instrucciones no fueron en espafiol.
Otras razones (por favor especifique): _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

24. Por favor mencione todas las medicinas o drogas que su doctor del plan de salud le ha
recetado ahora o durante los ultimos dos meses.
Medicina 1: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Medicina2:
Medicina 3: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Medicina4: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Nose:

-----------------------

25. Para que condici6n medica se le recet6 cada medicina?
Medicina 1 Condici6n: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Medicina 2 Condici6n: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Medicina 3 Condici6n: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Medicina 4 Condici6n: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Nose:
26. Participan los miembros de su familia o amigos en darle opiniones o consejos para
ayudarlea hacer decisiones acerca de su salud?

1
Siempre

2
A veces

3
Nunca

27. Si su respuesta es "Siempre" o "A veces" a la pregunta anterior (22), hace algun
esfuerzo su doctor para comicarse con esa persona or personas?

1
Siempre

2
A veces

3
Nunca

28. Quien hace las decisiones sobre lo que debe hacer con su enfermedad?
1. Usted

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

ElDoctor
Su Esposo(a)
Sus Hijos(as)
Sus Hermanos(as) _ _ _ __
Su Commadre/
Compadre

7. Su Madre/Padre
8. Sus Suegros(as)
9. Su Sacerdote
__
10. Su Vecino(a)
__
11. Otros Miembros de la Familia
12. Otro _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

29. Ha utilizado usted alguno(a) de los siguientes recursos de atenci6n medica sin que
fueran recomendados por su doctor?
1. Centro comunitario de la salud
2. Herbolario
3. Curandero
4. Medico Quiropractico
5. Acupuncturista
6. Otro medico
7. Sala de urgencias del hospital
8. Otros recursos (por favor especifique): _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
9. Ninguno

30. Si usted contest6 "Si" a alguna de las respuestas anteriores de la pregunta 29, porque
raz6n utiliz6 usted esos recursos de salud? (Por favor marque con un cfrculo las
respuestas que son aplicables).
1. Ellos entienden mejor mi enfermedad.
2. Ellos hablan mi idioma.
3. Sus recomendaciones son mas acceptables.
4. No sentf mejor
5. No podfa comunicarme con mi doctor regular.
6. Mi doctor no me recet6 tratamientos que me hicieran sentir mejor.
7. Mi doctor me apresur6
8. No me gustaron las reacc~ones negativas que me caus6 el tratamiento de mi
doctor.
9. Era dificil hacer una cita con mi doctor debido a las barreras de lenguaje.
10. Un amigo o miembro de mi familia habia tenido exito con el tratamiento de una
condici6n medica similar.
11. El tratamiento del doctor era tan despacio.
12. Otras razones (por favor especifique). _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

31. En general, que tan satisfecho esta usted con el trato que ha recibido de su doctor?
(Por favor marque con un cfrculo el numero correspondiente que expresa su respuesta).

1

2

3

4

5

Poco atento _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Muy atento

1

2

3

4

5

Descortes _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Respetuoso
32. C6mo ha sido afectada la interacci6n de la familia juntos ahora que usted tiene la
enfermedad?
1.
2.
3.
4.

Los miembros de la familia sienten mas cercanos.
Nada ha cambiado.
La familia tiene mas distancia entre cado uno.
Los miembros de la familia tienen mas conflitos.

33. Usted habla con el doctor sobre el dolor que tiene?

1

2

Sf

No

34. Escucha a usted el doctor?

1
Sf

2
No

'

I

i

!

35. Siente usted rnejor cuando usted puede expresar a su farnilia del dolor que tiene?

1

2

Si

No

36. Si usted contest6 "si" a la respuesta 35, describen los rniernbros de la farnilia el
dolor a su doctor?

1

2

Si

No

37. Es mas facil para usted a aguantar su enfermedad, si el doctor reconoce su dolor?

1

2

Si

No

38. Quien va a influir el futuro de su enfermedad?
1. Usted
2. El doctor

3. Su Religion/ Dios
4. Su Familia

5. Otro - - - - - - -

39. Que es su afiliaci6n religiosas?_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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1330 Natividad Rd.
P.O. Box 81611
Salinas, CA 93912
(408) 755-4111

"A Heritage of Community Care."

January 11. 1996

TO WHOM IT HAY CORCERR1
I. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ • have been asked to participate in a
project that is studying how Latinos cope with life threatening
illnesses.
The purpose of the study is to gain a better understanding
of my health perceptions. beliefs. practices and interaction with the
doctors. nurses and medical staff.
I will be asked questions that may
offer me the opportunity to express •Y feelings about the illness.
Questions will
also be asked about my family's history.
Any
information that I share will remain confidential and will only be
disclosed with my permission.
Should I or my family choose to not participate in this study. we
understand that the services and support of the Social Services
Department and staff will still be available to us.
Our refusal to
participate will not affect the quality of services we will receive at
Natividad Medical Center.
My signature indicates that I have read the above information.

DATE

SIGNATURE

SALLY

TIRADO. PRINCIPLE INVESTIGATOR

Intern. Social Services

in affiliation with University of California School of Medicine
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P.O. Box 81611
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(408) 755-4111

"A Heritage of Community Care."

11 de enero. 1996

A Quien Pertenece:

A mi ______________ • me ban pedido que participe en un
estudio de como los pacientes Latinos responden a enfermedades que
amenazan la vida.
El proposito de este estudio es conseguir un mejor
entendimiento de mis percepciones y creencias de salud y relaciones con
los doctores. las enfermeras y el personal medico. Tengo entendido que
me haran preguntas referentes a mis sentimientos sobre la enfermedad.
Me haran preguntas tambien sobre la historia de mi familia. Cualquier
informacion que yo comparta permanecera confidencial menos que en caso
que yo personalmente autorize el uso publico de la informacion.

Si yo o mi familia no decidimos participar en este estudio.
nosotros entendemos que los servicios y apoyo del Departamento de
Servicios Sociales de todas maneras seguira siendo disponible a
nosotros.
Negar de participar en ninguna manera afectara la calidad
de servicios que recibireaos en el Centro Medico Natividad.
Mi firma indica que yo he leido la informacion mencionada arriba
citado. Afirmo mi participacion en el estudio basado en las anteriores
condiciones.

FECHA

FIRMA

SALLY TIRADO. INVESTIGADORA PRINCIPAL
Interno. Servicios Sociales

in affiliation with University of California School of Medicine
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